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Summary1.

1.1 On 21st February 2011, the Executive Director of the Competition Commission (the ‘CCM’)

started an investigation under Section 51 of the Competition Act 2007 (the ‘Act’) into

Mauritius Telecom Ltd’s (hereinafter ‘MT’) offering and pricing of My.T and the allegation that

MT was compelling users to subscribe to bundled offers while leveraging its market power in

one market to gain market share in other markets (‘this Investigation’). Such practices could

have been in breach of Section 46(2)(a) of the Act which came into force on the 25th

November 2009.

1.2 In the course of this Investigation and as part of its information gathering process, the CCM

conducted factual meetings with and obtained, through the issuance of Information Request

Orders (‘IROs’) under Section 52(1)(b) of the Act, written submissions, from the main party1 to

this Investigation – MT, and auxiliary parties2 namely, other Internet Service Providers and

pay-TV operators.

1.3 Following the Statement of Issues (the ‘SoI’) dated 27th September 2011, the CCM proceeded

with further information gathering and communicated its provisional findings by way of a

provisional report to MT on 22nd May 2012. MT submitted its comments on the provisional

findings on 22nd June 2012 while requesting for a meeting with the CCM.

1.4 In the course of an initial formal meeting with the CCM on 30th July 2012, MT stated its

intention to offer undertakings to the Commission. A second meeting was conducted with the

main party on 3rd August 2012 to discuss the terms of such undertakings and same were

communicated to the CCM on 6th August 2012.

1.5 This report is issued in pursuance of Section 63 of the Act, which provides that the

Commission may, after having taken cognizance of the report of the Executive Director on the

matter, determine a case on the basis of an undertaking if it considers that the undertaking

satisfactorily addresses all the concerns it has about any prevention, restriction, distortion or

substantial lessening of competition. Should the Commissioners indeed conclude that the

undertakings proposed by MT resolve the concerns of this investigation, they may accept

them and publish them in the form of a decision of the Commission which shall be binding on

MT.

1.6 The report of the CCM (this ‘Report’) lays out the Executive Director’s concerns which have

arisen during this Investigation before assessing the undertakings offered in light of those

concerns. Those concerns were that MT might have been abusing its monopoly situation in

1
Rule 2 of the Competition Commission Rules of Procedure 2009 (the ‘Rules of Procedure’) defines ‘main party’ as

the party who is subject of an investigation.
2

Rule 2 of the Rules of Procedure defines ‘auxiliary party’ as a party who has an interest in the matter and has
provided evidence to the Commission or to the Executive Director and includes a complainant.
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tying products, for defined categories of users, and making use of a horizontal leveraging of its

market power in the retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access market into

defined markets for pay-TV, with both the object and effect of distorting competition in the

defined pay-TV markets. Additionally, the ED was concerned with the costing and pricing of

MT’s Core TV offer which could have amounted to below-cost pricing.

1.7 After the publication of the SoI, MT however undertook corrective measures with the

intention to mitigate the CCM’s concerns as laid out above. MT’s measures on the one hand

were to reintroduce stand-alone high speed residential fixed line broadband internet access

offers by way of its Home ADSL 1M, 2M and 4M, consequently offering customers the choice

between ADSL and My.T offers at equivalent bandwidth. On the other hand, MT restructured

its pricing scheme so that the stand alone offers reflected the cost it incurred to provide its

Core TV offer, which was around Rs 150 (VAT Inclusive).

1.8 The undertakings offered by MT ensure continuity of these corrective measures undertaken

by the main party following publication of the SoI and the CCM is of the view that such

measures have already resolved any concerns that have arisen during this Investigation. MT

has completed implementation of the said corrective measures since December 2011 and the

CCM is satisfied that the undertakings offered provide effective and future proof remedy to

the concerns that have arisen in the course of this Investigation.

1.9 This Report does not in any way prevent the CCM from conducting future investigations in the

telecommunications industry and in relation to the enterprises which are parties to this

Investigation or in relation to the products or services which have been under scruntiny during

this Investigation.
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Background2.

The allegation

2.1 The allegation was that MT may be abusing its monopoly power by compelling subscribers of

My.T to opt for its My.T 1M + TV bundle3 and pay a considerably higher price when the main

product remains the broadband internet access.

2.2 It was also alleged that MT could be using its alleged monopoly of ADSL, or fixed-line

broadband internet access products to gain a competitive advantage in the sale of other

products such as pay-TV and international calls.

2.3 The above allegations should be read in conjuction with the section entitled ‘Concerns from

Stakeholders’ found under Chapter 7 of this Report (at paragraphs 7.1 to 7.6) to avoid any

risks of limited interpretation.

Mauritius Telecom Ltd.

2.4 MT is a body corporate incorporated in Mauritius and held by various shareholders while it is

itself comprised of a number of wholly owned subsidiaries. The table below4 illustrates the

corporate structure of the Mauritius Telecom group.

Figure 1: MT’s corporate structure (as at May 2011)

3
For details on My.T offers, see Table 6

4
Copied from MT’s response to CCM’s IRO, 09 May 2011, Page 6
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Brief historical background of MT up to launch of My.T5

2.5 In 1988, the Telecommunications (Transfer) Act transferred the assets and liabilities of the

then Department of Telecommunications of the Government of Mauritius to Mauritius

Telecommunication Services Ltd (‘MTS’), a company incorporated in April 1988.

2.6 On 1st July 1992, Overseas Telecommunications Services Co. Ltd. (‘OTS’), which then provided

international telephony services, transferred its assets and liabilities to MTS, which was at the

time already in the fixed line telephony sector.

2.7 MTS took over the operations of OTS and changed its name to Maurtius Telecom Ltd with staff

of OTS joining MT.

2.8 In 1996, Cellplus Mobile Communications Ltd (‘Cellplus’) launched its GSM services while MT

introduced internet access services in Mauritius, after a joint venture was signed with France

Telecom.

2.9 In 1999, Cellplus launched a prepaid service for mobile telephony known as ‘Complis’ and MT

inaugurated Call Services Ltd, its subsidiary providing call-centre services.

2.10 In 2000, MT signed a strategic partnership with France Telecom. In 2002, MT connected

itself to the SAFE (South Africa Far East) cable and in 2006, MT launched My.T as the firm’s

multiplay-IPTV service, one of the first offers of the kind in the African continent.

MT’s Activities

2.11 As illustrated in Figure 1 above, MT comprises of a number of wholly owned subsidiaries

which are briefly described below6. Of those, Telecom Plus Ltd is the most relevant to this

Investigation.

Telecom Plus Ltd

2.12 Telecom Plus is a fully owned subsidiary of Mauritius Telecom established in 1996, with

today a market leadership position in Internet and value-added services. Since 2007, the

company ambitions to be a recognized content provider and has been expanding the content

base of the MT group and strengthening new revenue streams. Telecom Plus offers both dial-

up and broadband internet access services and a portfolio of IP services to both individuals

and business organizations, including internet roaming, web design and hosting solutions,

Audiotex and video-conferencing.

5
Source: MT’s response to CCM’s IRO, 09 May 2011, Page 5, and MT’s website:

http://www.mauritiustelecom.com/about_us/development_of_mt.htm
6

Source: Amended from MT’s website http://www.mauritiustelecom.com/about_us/subsidiaries.htm
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Overview of My.T offers

2.13 For the purpose of this Investigation, the following sections will provide a brief

description of the various services provided under all My.T offers (at the exception of the

Bollywood Bouquet offer), along with some broad concepts closely linked to the subject

matter.

Convergence and Triple Play

2.14 My.T is a product of convergence7 in telecommunications, commonly referred to as a

triple play, in which services such as voice, data content and multimedia services are offered

to customers through a unique copper line8. The voice component refers to a fixed telephone

line international calls offer known as My.T Talk, the data refers to broadband and is known as

My.T Surf and the multimedia services refer to subscription-based television services and

Video on Demand and is known as My.T Watch. These components, as offered in My.T offers,

are briefly described below.

2.15 On the one hand, the International Telecommunication Union (‘ITU’), the UN Agency for

information and communication technologies, is of the view9 that there are various benefits to

convergence in telecommunications which include more efficient and lower-cost

communications in general, innovation and the development of more value-added products

and services. While most of these benefits are from a consumer perspective, other benefits

from the point of view of other market stakeholders include more appropriate and facilitated

policy making for governments, lower entrance barriers, lower cost equipment, quicker

market response and new business opportunities.

2.16 On the other hand however, the ITU is also of the view10 that convergence in

telecommunications also presents drawbacks. Market economies are based on several

principles including fairness between market players with equal opportunity being the

keyword. The ITU takes the example of incumbent operators, which are often “not willing to

share their existing networks with rivals, hindering entrants offering new services.” More

specifically, the ITU is of the opinion that a dominant player’s offer of “bundled services can

also damage the fair competition in that it misuses its monopoly power in one industry to

other industry, limiting the freedom of choice among its customers.”

7
“[C]onvergence can be described as the technological improvements by which a number of networks arise with

enhanced capabilities to provide multiple services.” (Source: Page 2, BEREC report on convergent services,
December 2010, Paragraph 2,
http://www.irg.eu/streaming/BoR%20(10)%2065%20BEREC%20report%20on%20convergent%20services_final.pdf
?contentId=547006&field=ATTACHED_FILE)
8
See CCM Filenote of meeting with Mauritius Telecom, Document No. INV/009/NM/013

9
‘Technological Convergence,’ 2007, Pages 1-2, ITU Essay by Sonia Arenaza,

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/youngminds/2007/essays/ArenazaSonia.pdf
10

‘Do the benefits of convergence outweigh its drawbacks?,’ 2007, Pages 2-3, ITU Essay by Ohchan Kwon
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2.17 The other major concern stated by the ITU pertaining to convergence in

telecommunications is excessive investment. The ITU is of the opinion that delivery of a

number of services in a single network requires deployment of a faster broadband network,

which in turn requires huge financial investment and since it is still unclear whether new

services based on these faster networks add more value than costs, such investment may be

found unnecessary in the long run. However, the ITU mitigates this latter view by stating that

“such unnecessary investments will be minimized as companies gain insights from trials and

errors of other companies, as well as themselves. For instance, while Verizon installed FTTP

(Fiber-to-the-Premise) network, the most expensive network, to offer IPTV services, other

companies realized that similar quality could be achieved on the FTTN (Fiber-to-the-Node)

network, which is relatively less expensive to set up. So, they were eager to benchmark

PCCW’s commercial success of IPTV services based on the FTTN network in Hong Kong.

Moreover, as the broadband penetration rates in many countries have increased steadily, the

need for additional investments is shrinking. Therefore, the over-investment issue is in fact

not so much severe as some experts anticipated.”

My.T Talk

2.18 Consumers get direct access, via their MT fixed line telephony service (pre-requisite for

My.T) to Sezam, without the need for additional equipment or prepaid calling cards, upon

subscription to My.T, the service being activated at the outset itself.

2.19 Sezam is an IP-based stand-alone telephony service which enables an end user to call

international destinations at reduced tariffs when compared to standard MT international

fixed line telephony tariffs. The service normally requires end users to purchase prepaid

calling cards with 12-digit codes, which grant an airtime credit account when keyed in on MT

fixed line telephony service, with an expiry delay of 90 days after first use.

2.20 Prepaid calling cards are however not necessary when a user goes through My.T Talk to

access the Sezam service offered in My.T.

My.T Surf

2.21 Broadband internet access in different bandwidth speeds11 (1/2/4MBps as at 1st

December 2011) is part of My.T offers. The bandwidth speeds refer to the upper limit a user

would potentially experience when downloading international content, with guaranteed

bandwidth being lower in practice. Upload speeds may go up to 512Kbit/s for the 4MBps offer

and up to 384Kbit/s for other offers. Data usage allowance (download limit) is potentially

unlimited while MT applies a fair usage policy in case of abusive usage.

11
For details on My.T offers, see Table 5
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2.22 Upon subscription, the end user receives a wireless broadband router which allows up

to 6 simultaneous connections to the internet at the end user’s premises’ access point. The

router also has a built-in firewall for security purposes. The subscriber also gets access to 1

email address of type ‘@myt.mu’ (with a mailbox capacity of 100MB. Finally, the user also gets

access to 50MB of storage capacity for the purpose of hosting a personal website.

My.T Watch

Core TV

2.23 The multimedia component of My.T is integrated in the My.T Watch offer which

comprises of FTA (see Glossary), i.e. the TNT channels broadcast by the Mauritius

Broadcasting Corporation (the ‘MBC’), paid subscription channels and VoD. The set-top box

(and remote control) provided by MT in the set-up of any My.T offer grants access both to the

TNT channels and to a number of channels (around 30), which are broadcasted (through

Internet Protocol Television ‘IPTV12’ technology) by MT itself, the latter channels being

referred to as the ‘Bouquet Core TV’. The Core TV channels are incorporated in the offer

without individual prices for each component. Some of those channels are also available from

other pay-TV operators.

Bollywood Bouquet

2.24 Over and above its Core TV offer, MT also offers a ‘Bollywood Bouquet’ which consists

strictly of Indian TV channels. The Bollywood Bouquet is a paid subscription offer which is an

optional bouquet (see Glossary) available at an additional charge, and the offered channels

are also available from other pay-TV operators in the market.

Video on Demand (VoD)

2.25 VoD falls under the multimedia services segment (My.T Watch) of the My.T triple play

offer, with Mauritius Telecom making use of IPTV technology to deliver the service to end

customers through a set-top box. Subscribers have access to a catalogue of movies which

include locally produced movies, international classic and modern movies, Bollywood movies

and documentaries.

2.26 For the purpose of this Investigation, it is worth seizing the opportunity to probe

definitions for VoD by internationally recognized institutions and to point out the main

distinguishing factors between VoD and television broadcasting as described in the previous

sections regarding My.T.

12
IPTV is defined to be video and ancillary services such as audio/text/data delivered over the internet protocol and

offered as a channel/channels of and/or linear/non-linear programming of broadcast quality designed to be
viewed on a television (Source: OECD Working paper of IPTV, entitled IPTV: Market Developments and Regulatory
Treatments)
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2.27 There is no universal definition for VoD, which is defined differently in various

jurisdictions or from service provider to service provider. However, the ITU defines VoD as “[a]

program transmission method whereby the program starts playing after a certain amount of

data has been buffered while receiving subsequent data in the background, where the

program is completely created by the content provider. Using this system, users are able to

select and watch video and multimedia content over a network as part of an interactive

television system. VoD systems either “stream” content, allowing viewing in real time, or

“download” it, in which the program is brought in its entirety to a set-top box before viewing

starts.13”

2.28 The European Parliament provides a legal definition in one Council Directive, the

‘Audiovisual Media Services Directive14,’ adopted on 11 December 2007, stating that an “on-

demand audiovisual media service” (i.e. a nonlinear audiovisual media service) means “an

audiovisual media service provided by a media service provider for the viewing of

programmes at the moment chosen by the user and at his individual request on the basis of a

catalogue of programmes selected by the media service provider15”.

2.29 In a study dated May 2007 and published by the European Audiovisual Observatory

(‘EAO’) and DDM, NPA Conseil stated that “video on demand” […] covers a wide range of

technologies, all of which allow the selection and rental – or remote purchase in a non-

physical form – of video content for immediate or later viewing on various types of device

(computer, television, telephone, portable player) for a limited or unlimited period.16”

2.30 The latter definition is more restrictive than the ITU’s technical definition and the

European Parliament’s legal definition in that it covers only those forms of VoD services that

are supplied against payment (for rental or purchase). However, a subsequent study by the

EAO17 also highlighted that public and commercial VoD which do not require payment but are

funded by other means (advertising, license fee, sponsorship, etc) and thus enable the user to

receive programmes free of charge are on the rise, especially on the internet (referred to as

‘free on demand’ video).

13
ITU Document, Reference ‘ITU-T J.127 (04)’, Paragraph 3.3

14
Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the coordination of

certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the provision
of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media Services Directive)
15

Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the coordination of
certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the provision
of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media Services Directive) at Article 1, 2., (g)
16

La vidéo à la demande en Europe, Étude réalisée par NPA Conseil pour la Direction du développement des
médias (DDM – France) et l’Observatoire européen de l’audiovisuel, Mai 2007, Page 11
17

Yearbook 2011 - Film, television and video in Europe, Volume 2 - Television and on-demand audiovisual services
in Europe, Page 14
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2.31 The European Parliament’s earlier mentioned Directive also provides useful guidance in

distinguishing between VoD and television broadcasting in stating that “Television

broadcasting currently includes, in particular, analogue and digital television, live streaming,

webcasting and near-video-on-demand18, whereas video-on-demand, for example, is an on-

demand audiovisual media service.19” The Directive expands on this by further distinguishing

between VoD and television broadcasting, stating that “On-demand audiovisual media

services are different from television broadcasting with regard to the choice and control the

user can exercise (…)20”

2.32 Considering the VoD offer included in My.T offers, the CCM is of the view that it indeed

qualifies as such and that the main distinction between the VoD offer and subscription-based

channels offered in My.T is the added functionality, flexibility, control and choice available to

the consumer, and the fact that My.T’s VoD offer is available at an additional charge based on

a rental basis.

Tariff revision

2.33 As a result of this Investigation, MT has reduced the tariff for its ADSL Home 1 MBps

twice. First, on 21st September 2011, the CCM was informed through the Information and

Communication Technologies Authority (the ‘ICTA’) that Telecom Plus Ltd, holder of an

Internet Service Provider License had applied for a revision from Rs. 1,368.50 VAT Inclusive to

Rs. 889 VAT Inclusive. The CCM was subsequently informed by way of letter, dated 29th

November 201121, that a second revision of the tariff had been applied for from Rs. 889 VAT

Inclusive to Rs. 799 VAT inclusive. The tariffs for other ADSL offers from MT have also been

revised as listed in Table 5.

The ILD market – View expressed in the SoI

2.34 The CCM wishes to highlight that it had previously expressed a view in its assessment of

facts contained in the SoI for this Investigation that MT’s market share in the VoIP market had

been decreasing but that it remained nonetheless the market leader and that based on

analysis there was little evidence to say that MT was using its monopoly power in the retail

18
Near-video-on-demand is defined as “Programs delivered by IP-multicast in a carrousel manner”, in the ITU’s TSB

Director’s Consultation Meeting on IPTV Standardization, Document 6-E (www.itu.int/ITU-
T/IPTV/docs/iptv006e.doc)
19

Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the coordination of
certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the provision
of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media Services Directive) at Paragraph 20
20

Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the coordination of
certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the provision
of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media Services Directive) at Paragraph 42
21

Letter ref: MT/RA/11/220
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residential fixed-line broadband internet access products in Mauritius to gain market share in

the VoIP market and subsequently the ILD market.

2.35 This view remains unchanged and this Report consequently focuses on broadband

internet access and the pay-TV market.

Market Developments

2.36 Since the publication of the Provisional Report, the CCM has taken note of several

market developments in the ICT sector, with a major development being the reportedly

imminent entry of Bharat Telecom Ltd into the markets for broadband internet access and

pay-TV. The CCM has reviewed such imminent developments in this Report22.

2.37 The purpose of such review, in line with the object of this Report, is to provide the

Commission with a comprehensive overview of the concerns raised in this Investigation so as

to determine the extent to which MT’s proposed undertakings address all of the alleged

concerns that have arisen in the course of this Investigation.

22
Please refer to paragraphs 7.101 to 7.121 of this Report.
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Legal Background3.

The Competition Act and the Guidelines

3.1 The Act caters for monopoly situations at Section 46 of Sub-Part III of Part III of the Act. This

section sets specific thresholds for market shares23 below which enterprises are presumed not

to be in a monopoly situation and consequently may not be investigated by the CCM. Section

46(1)(a) of the Act is of particular relevance to this Investigation given that MT is the only

enterprise24 being a main party to this Investigation:

(1) A monopoly situation shall exist in relation to the supply of goods or services of any

description where –

a) 30 per cent or more of those goods or services are supplied, or acquired on the market,

by one enterprise; [Emphasis added]

3.2 Although the Act does provide for the review of monopoly situations under particular

circumstances, it is not in itself any breach of the law for an enterprise to be in a monopoly

situation as defined above. The Act conditions any such review of a monopoly situation upon

the Commission having “reasonable grounds to believe that [the] enterprise in a monopoly

situation is engaging in conduct that –

a) has the object or effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition; or

b) in any other way constitutes exploitation of the monopoly situation.”

3.3 These two forms of conduct are also referred to as ‘abuse of monopoly’ which can be abusive

in their effects, even if such effects were not intended by the enterprise(s) in question.

Paragraph (a) of Section 46(2) is often referred to as ‘exclusionary’ conduct whereas

paragraph (b) provides for ‘exploitative conduct.’

In assessing either conduct and as part of the investigative process, the Commission will take

into account factors stipulated in section 46(3) of the Act wich are–

a) the extent to which an enterprise enjoys or a group of enterprises enjoy, such a position of

dominance in the market as to make it possible for that enterprise or those enterprises to

23
Market shares will depend on the market definition adopted by the CCM and may differ from the market in

which parties to the investigation perceive themselves to be in. Guidance as to how the CCM proceeds in defining
‘relevant market(s)’ may be sought from Guidelines CCM 2: Market Definition and the Calculation of Market Shares
24

The Competition Act 2007 in its Section 2 defines “enterprise” as meaning ‘any person, firm, partnership,
corporation, company, association or other juridical person, engaged in commercial activities for gain or reward,
and includes their branches, subsidiaries, affiliates or other entities directly or indirectly controlled by them.’
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operate in that market, and to adjust prices or output, without effective constraint from

competitors or potential competitors;

b) the availability or non-availability of substitutable goods or services to consumers in the

short term;

c) the availability or non-availability of nearby competitors to whom consumers could turn in

the short term; and

d) evidence of actions or behaviour by an enterprise that is, or a group of enterprises that are, a

party to the monopoly situation where such actions or behaviour that have or are likely to

have an adverse effect on the efficiency, adaptability and competitiveness of the economy of

Mauritius, or are or are likely to be detrimental to the interests of consumers.25

3.4 The first step in investigating a monopoly situation is the assessment of an enterprise’s

position of dominance, if any, in the relevant market, as described in Section 46(1)(a). The

assessment of ‘dominance’ in the Act is not confined to a mere exercise of determining

market shares; rather the test of dominance is, in the case of a single enterprise such as

MT,whether it has such a position of dominance in the market under consideration that

makes it possible for it to operate in that market, and to adjust prices or output, without

effective constraint from competitors or potential competitors.

3.5 Paragraphs (b) and (c) of Section 46(3) require the Commission to consider which goods or

services and which enterprises are in the relevant market. The matters they address, i.e. the

availability (or non-availability) of substitute goods or services and competitors to whom

consumers could turn to in the short term are relevant to the definition of the market and

therefore affect the assessment of the monopoly situation and the enterprise’s degree of

dominance in the defined market.

3.6 As the first step in assessing the conduct will be to define the market, the availability or non-

availability of substitutable products will be considered at that point. If the market definition

exercise finds few or no products that can be substituted for the product being examined,

then by definition there will be few or no other products within the meaning of paragraph (b).

3.7 According to CCM 4 Guidelines, [i]n assessing (c), the CCM will consider whether competitive

forces arising from possible entry are so effective as to prevent the emergence of market

power in the relevant market. In markets where entry is easy, no enterprise can be found to

be dominant. ‘Easy entry’ does not merely require [that] there [be] no legal or other

impediments to entering the market: the CCM must expect that entry would occur rapidly in

25
Section 46(3) of the Act
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the event of any enterprise seeking to exercise its dominance to raise prices, and thereby

defeat that price rise.26

3.8 The last paragraph of Section 46(3) requires the Commission to take into account evidence of

behaviour or actions on the part of the enterprise being investigated as having adverse effects

on either ‘…the competitiveness of the economy or (…) as likely to be detrimental to the

interests of consumers.’ By way of example, a monopolist may engage in price discrimination

in order to maximize its profits by charging a separate price for each type or group of

customers (e.g., different income levels, professions, education levels, geographic locations or

ethnicities) rather than by charging one profit maximizing price to all customers taken as a

whole, because of the differences that generally exist among the different types or groups of

customers with respect to their ability and willingness to pay.

3.9 It is to be noted however that any action taken by the Commission cannot result in the levying

of a financial penalty for abuse of monopoly situation under the Act.27

Exclusionary abuse – Tying and Bundling

3.10 The monopoly provisions of the Act do not provide a comprehensive list of particular

forms of conduct that will be considered anticompetitive business practices but rather lay

emphasis on ‘the object or effect’ of such conduct that is ‘preventing, restricting or distorting

competition […].’ However, guidance may be sought from the CCM Guidelines namely, CCM 4

– Monopoly Situations and Non-Collusive Agreements which provides a broad outline of

particular forms of exclusionary conduct, including conduct involving ‘bundling and tying’.

3.11 According to the CCM 4 Guidelines, where ‘the sale of one product is conditional on the

sale of another, the products are said to be bundled or tied together’28; although bundling is

normally said to occur when neither product can be bought separately.

3.12 The Guidelines additionally notes that bundling and tying are not necessarily indicative

of an anticompetitive conduct but may alternatively be part of a normal business practice;

products are often sold as bundles for efficiency and workability purposes.29 For instance, it is

common in the software business to bundle a word processor, spreadsheet and database

software into a single office suite. Similarly, in the fast food industry multiple items are

combined into a complete meal.

26
Para. 2.23, Ibid.

27
The only form of restrictive practice that can result in a financial penalty under the Competition Act 2007 is a

collusive agreement: price-fixing agreements, bid-rigging, market sharing or resale price maintenance.
28

Para 3.25 of CCM Guidelines 4
29

Para 3.26, Ibid.
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3.13 However, an enterprise with market power may try to preserve that power by reducing

the competitive pressure of an existing (one-product) competitor through the use of bundling

and tying as a possible anticompetitive strategy. The CCM Guidelines 4 provides the example

of an enterprise having market power in the sale of one product while also selling another in

more competitive markets.30 In the latter case, such an enterprise may try to ‘‘leverage’

market power to reduce competition in the second market. To the extent [that] customers

have to buy the monopolized (tying) product, they are forced to buy the other (tied) product,

reducing the sales of competitors for the second product. [Though in itself not necessarily anti-

competitive where such conduct however,] irreparably damages those competitors or forces

them out of the market, this might damage competition itself and therefore be regarded as

anti-competitive foreclosure.31

3.14 Whether bundling or tying are anti-competitive will depend on the particular facts of

each case. In all cases, the CCM will first consider the market power of the tying product; the

stronger the latter, the more likely that the conduct will be anti-competitive.32 The CCM

would then examine whether the bundling and tying arrangements are having any adverse

effect(s) on competition in the market under consideration. It is to be noted that a finding of

the bundling and tying arrangements having both anti-competitive effect(s) as well as

offsetting public benefit(s) may lead to a different remedies being crafted than would be the

case if the anti-competitive effect(s) were found and there were no offsetting public

benefit(s).

3.15 It is not necessary for a foreclosure to succeed before a contravention of Section 46

occurs.

Exclusionary abuse – Anticompetitive Foreclosure

3.16 The concern about exclusionary abuse is that a monopolist firm is able to behave in a

manner that is anti-competitive because it forecloses competitors. By foreclosure is meant

that actual or potential competitors are completely or partially denied profitable access to a

market. Foreclosure may discourage entry or expansion of rivals or encourage their exit.

However, it is important to point out that ‘[a]anticompetitive foreclosure will only be held to

occur if consumers or the economy more generally are harmed as a result of the effect on

competition – not simply because competitors are harmed.’33

3.17 Foreclosure thus can be found even if the foreclosed rivals are not forced to exit the

market: it is sufficient that the rivals be disadvantaged and consequently led to compete less

aggressively. Rivals may be disadvantaged where the dominant company is able to directly

30
Para 3.27, Ibid.

31
Ibid

32
Para. 3.28, CCM Guidelines 4.

33
Para. 3.6, CCM Guidelines 4.
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raise rivals’ costs or reduce demand for the rivals’ products. Foreclosure is said to be market

distorting if it likely hinders the maintenance of the degree of competition still existing in the

market or the growth of that competition and thus have as a likely effect that prices will

increase or remain at a supra-competitive level.

3.18 To establish such a market distorting foreclosure effect it is in general necessary not

only to consider the nature or form of the conduct, but also its incidence, i.e. the extent to

which the dominant company is applying it in the market, including the market coverage of

the conduct or the selective foreclosure of customers to newcomers or residual competitors.

Other market characteristics including the existence of network effects and economies of

scale and scope may also be relevant to establish a foreclosure effect. In addition the degree

of dominance will be a relevant factor. In general, the higher the capability of the conduct to

foreclose; the wider its application; and the stronger the dominant position, the higher the

likelihood that an anticompetitive foreclosure effect results.34

Experience of Other Competition Authorities

3.19 As mentioned previously, the concept of tying and bundling is not explicitly provided for

in the Act, but can, under certain circumstances, be a form of monopoly abuse having

anticompetitive effects. The concept of tying and bundling has been used by other

competition authorities for the purposes of applying competition law.

3.20 There is an established body of economic analysis and examples from authorities in

other jurisdictions having used and applied the tying and bundling concept, and from which

principles the CCM can draw in making its assessment, although it will not regard any such

examples as binding ‘precedent’.

3.21 The following sections will therefore provide a brief analysis of specific cases from the

European Commission and Oftel (now Ofcom), the independent regulator and competition

authority for the UK communications industries, which have applied tying and bundling within

their competitive assessment of particular conducts by enterprises.

BT Telephone and Internet Bundling

3.22 In November 2000, British Telecommunications plc (‘BT’) announced a new tariff

package (‘SurfTime’) for residential customers, including two new pricing schemes for off-

peak35 internet access calls on an unmetered basis36.

34
Para. 59 of DG Competition discussion paper on the application of Article 82 of the Treaty to exclusionary

abuses, December 2005, http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/art82/discpaper2005.pdf
35

Off-peak periods were Monday to Friday 6pm through 8am and all weekend.
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3.23 BT’s product, Surf did not provide internet access on its own since it related only to

internet access calls and not internet service provision.

3.24 A customer needed, in addition to purchasing Surf from BT, to contract with an ISP that

had decided to offer its services in conjunction with Surf. This ISP would purchase call

termination from a network operator and would set a price to the consumer for call

termination and internet service provision.

3.25 After conducting an initial examination of the new product, the Director of

Telecommunications launched an investigation under the Competition Act 1998 to examine

whether the new pricing scheme would leverage BT’s dominance in the market for local and

national calls into the internet access market.

3.26 In the United Kingdom, BT held a dominant position in the market for wholesale call

origination on fixed telecommunications networks and it also appeared to the Director that BT

was then dominant in the markets for local and national retail voice calls for residential

customers on fixed telecommunications networks.

3.27 One possible type of anti-competitive behaviour assessed in the investigation was the

potential distortion of competition in internet access markets by BT’s introduction of the

SurfTime packages, which bundled retail internet access together with retail voice calls,

including local and national calls, in which it appeared to the Director that BT was dominant.

This type of practice would be a form of horizontal leveraging, by which a firm attempts to

extend a position of market power from one retail market into another retail market.

Referring to Oftel’s Competition Act Guidelines, The Application in the Telecommunications

Sector (quoted below), the Director opined that the existence of a bundle containing both

retail voice calls and retail internet access would not, on its own, be anti-competitive, because

BT also offered tariff packages which do not bundle these services together, i.e. tariffs were

offered which include voice calls but not Surf (BT Together and BT Talk Together):

“ [bundling] could have the effect of foreclosing the market to other suppliers of the competitive

product, even where the dominant undertaking also offered to supply the different elements of

the bundle separately. There could still be an anti-competitive effect if the (implicit) price of the

competitive product as part of the bundle were below cost. This would mean that other

suppliers of the competitive product would not be able to compete.”37

3.28 According to the Director, the horizontal leveraging would be from BT’s apparent

dominance in the markets for local and national retail voice calls for residential customers on

36
Unmetered internet calls are those calls placed to particular numbers so the call traffic can be segregated from

the switched network traffic.
37

Oftel’s Competition Act Guidelines, The Application in the Telecommunications Sector. Available at

http://www.oftel.gov.uk/publications/ind_guidelines/cact0100.htm
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fixed telecommunications networks in the United Kingdom, into internet access markets by

means of bundling. Specifically the Surf element would be offered in a bundle together with

voice calls at a marginal price below cost.38

3.29 In view of the Director’s suspicion that Surf was being offered below cost in the

SurfTime Packages, the investigation also considered what effect this behaviour was having, or

might have, on BT’s competitors in the retail internet access and wholesale call termination

markets. The Director considered that, in the relevant market for retail internet access, Surf,

which is an off-peak unmetered package, faced competition from 24/7 unmetered packages

i.e. allowing unmetered internet access all the time. Off-peak unmetered packages tend to

give rise to lower costs than 24/7 unmetered packages and so are generally offered at lower

prices. But consumers would typically be willing to pay more for a package that offers

unmetered usage during the daytime as well as evenings and weekends. It followed that 24/7

packages would constrain the prices charged for off-peak unmetered packages to the

competitive level if consumers valued the extra opportunity for unmetered usage at or above

the differential between the competitive prices for 24/7 and off-peak unmetered packages.

The Director concluded that even if BT’s SurfTime products were to become the primary or

sole, sustainable off-peak unmetered package, competition with 24/7 unmetered packages

would remain.

The Microsoft Case

3.30 The Microsoft case refers to the investigation carried out by the European Commission

(‘EC’) into inter alia Microsoft’s “Windows 2000” generation of PC and work group server

operating systems (certain software products for network computing) and Microsoft’s

incorporation of a software product called “Windows Media Player”39 into its PC operating

system products. The EC concluded after an extensive five-year investigation, that Microsoft

had infringed European Union competition law, namely Article 82 of the EC Treaty40 by tying

its WMP with the Windows PC operating system. In so doing, Microsoft was leveraging its

38
Para. 13 of the report of investigation by the Director General of Telecommunications into the BT Surf Together

and BT Talk & Surf Together Pricing Packages.
39

Media players are software applications, the core functionality of which is to decode, decompress and play (and
further allow to process) digital audio and video files downloaded or streamed over the Internet (and other
networks). Media players are also capable of playing back audio and video files stored on physical carriers such as
CDs and DVDs. The then Microsoft’s most recent player, ‘Windows Media Player 9 Series’ (WMP 9) delivers inter
alia digital audio and video playback both via download and streaming, Internet radio tuner, DVD playback
support, an integrated media guide from WindowsMedia.com, audio CD creation, one-click transfer of digital
music to portable devices, and personalization for users. However, the WMP 9 for instance neither supports Real
nor QuickTime formats (sound file formats developed by competing software manufacturers).
40

Under Article 82 of the Treaty, any abuse by one or more undertakings having a dominant position within the
common market or in a substantial part of it is prohibited as incompatible with the common market in so far as it
may affect trade between Member States.
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near monopoly in the market for PC operating systems onto the markets for work group

server operating systems and for media players.

3.31 The EC considered that tying prohibited under Article 82 of the Treaty requires the

presence of the following elements: (i) the tying and tied goods are two separate products; (ii)

the undertaking concerned is dominant in the tying product market; (iii) the undertaking

concerned does not give customers a choice to obtain the tying product without the tied

product; and (iv) tying forecloses competition.41

3.32 The EC then purported to establish that Microsoft’s conduct fulfilled the constituent

elements of tying.

a) Dominance

3.33 In response to the supplementary Statement of Objections issued to it by EC, Microsoft

itself acknowledged that it held “a dominant position in the supply of operating systems that

run on personal computers.”42 According to the EC’s analysis43, Microsoft held a dominant

position which exhibited extraordinary features since it controlled the quasi-standard of the

relevant market in question, and had done so for some time. According to International Data

Corporation, from 2000 to 2002, Microsoft’s market shares had risen from 92.1% to 93.8%

when measured by unit shipments and forecasts estimated that Microsoft was to maintain

these 90%+ market shares in the coming years.44

3.34 The main alternative to Microsoft’s client PC operating system product was Apple’s Mac

Operating System which held in 2002 a market share of 2.9% when measured in unit

shipments. Microsoft’s share of the market thus only allowed for fringe competition. The EC

concluded that Microsoft used its dominance in this market insofar as it tied WMP with

Windows, that is, distributed Windows (the ‘tying’ product) only together with WMP (the

‘tied’ product). Microsoft did not provide for means of removing WMP.

b) The existence of distinct products

3.35 Products that are not distinct cannot be tied in a way that is contrary to Article 82.

Microsoft argued that WMP is an integral part of Windows and not a product distinct from

Windows. The EC rejected this argument on the ground that ‘the distinctness of products for

the purposes of an analysis under Article 82 … has to be assessed with a view to consumer

demand. If there is no independent demand for an allegedly ‘tied’ product, then the products

41
Para. 794 of European Commission of 24.03.2004 relating to a proceeding under Article 82 of the EC Treaty (Case

COMP/C-3/37.792 Microsoft).
42

Para. 429. Ibid
43

The EC based its analysis on third party estimates of market shares and the evidence gathered during the
investigation.
44

Para. 431 of the EC report on Microsoft Case.
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at issue are not distinct and a tying charge will be to no avail.’45 The fact that the market is

comprised of vendors who develop and supply media players on a stand-alone basis, separate

from PC operating systems is evidence for separate consumer demand for media players,

distinguishable from the demand for client PC operating systems. The EC also noted

Microsoft’s own practice of developing and distributing versions of WMP for Apple’s Mac

operating systems and Sun’s Solaris client operating system.

c) The undertaking concerned does not give customers a choice to obtain the tying product
without the tied product.

3.36 The third element of illegal tying pursuant to Article 82 of the Treaty is that customers

are not given the choice of acquiring the tying product without the tied product. The

dominant undertaking renders the availability of the dominant (tying) product conditional on

the customer’s simultaneous acquisition of the tied product. The EC took the view that

‘Original Equipment Manufacturers’ (OEMs) ‘are the direct ‘addressees’ of this coercion,

passing it ultimately on to the end-users.’46 By virtue of Microsoft’s licensing model, OEMs

must license Windows with WMP pre-installed. Microsoft did not offer a licence which would

cover Windows without WMP. OEMs which choose to install an alternative media player on

Windows can only do so in addition to WMP. If a user bought Windows in a retail store, the

same considerations applied. The EC concluded that Microsoft did not afford customers a

choice as to whether to acquire the tying product without the tied product.

d) Microsoft’s tying of Windows Media Player forecloses competition in the market for media

players

3.37 The Commission in considering this last point noted the Court of Justice’s statement in

Hoffmann-La Roche Case47 to the effect that ‘it constitutes an abuse when an undertaking in a

dominant position directly or indirectly ties its customer by a supply obligation since this

deprives the customer of the ability to choose freely his sources of supply and denies other

producers access to the market.’

3.38 Through tying WMP with Windows, Microsoft used Windows as distribution channels to

anti-competitively ensure for itself a significant competitive advantage in the media player

market.48 Microsoft’s tying shielded the latter from effective competition from potentially

more efficient media player vendors which could challenge its position. Microsoft thus

reduced the talent and capital invested in innovation of media players, and anti-competitively

raised barriers to market entry.

45
Para. 803 of the EC report on Microsoft’s Case.

46
Para. 827. Ibid

47
Judgment of the Court of 13 February 1979, Hoffmann-La Roche, Case 85/76, [1979] ECR p. 461, at paragraphs

98, 90 and 111
48

Para. 979 of the EC report on Microsoft’s case
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3.39 The EC therefore concluded that there was a reasonable likelihood that tying WMP with

Windows would lead to a lessening of competition so that the maintenance of an effective

competition structure would not be ensured in the foreseeable future.49

3.40 In order to restore the conditions of fair competition, the Commission required

Microsoft to offer to PC manufacturers a version of its Windows client PC operating system

without WMP. Microsoft retained the right to offer a version of its Windows client PC

operating system product with WMP. However, Microsoft was to refrain from using any

commercial, technological or contractual terms that would have the effect of rendering the

unbundled version of Windows less attractive or performing. In particular, it was not to give

condition a discount to PC manufacturers a discount conditional onupon their buying

Windows together with WMP.

3.41 Having analysed the guiding principles adopted by foreign competition authorities in

relation to the tying and bundling concept, the following sub-section will deal with the

experience drawn from four distinct EC cases having assessed the effect of respective merger

applications on inter alia the pay-TV market, considered in each case as being the relevant

product market.

Competitive Assessment of pay-TV Market by the European Commission

3.42 In the case of Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere50, the EC was of the opinion that the

proposed concentration would affect mainly the markets for pay-TV and technical services for

pay-TV. Considering the first market, it stated that ‘[p]ay-TV constitutes a relevant product

market separate from that for Free-TV, i.e. advertising-financed private television and public

television financed through fees and partly through advertising’ such that the conditions of

competition for the two types of television were different. The reasons provided by the EC

were as follows: firstly, the trade relationship, in the case of Free-TV, existed between the

programme supplier and the advertising industry as opposed to the case of pay-TV where the

trading relationship that exists between the programme supplier and the viewer as subscriber.

Secondly, in the case of pay-TV, the key factors are the shaping of the programmes to meet

the interests of the target groups and the level of subscriptions whereas the audience share

and the advertising rates are key parameters as far as Free-TV is concerned. For the above

reasons, pay-TV was termed as being ‘a clearly distinguishable product with specific extra

utility.’51 The EC also commented on the fact that there could admittedly, through the spread

of digitalization, be a certain convergence between pay-TV and Free-TV, should Free-TV too be

49
Para. 984. Ibid.

50
Refer to Commission Decision of 27 May 1998 relating to a proceeding pursuant to Council Regulation (EEC No

4.64/89), Case No. IV/M.993 – Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere (OJ L 53/1). This case concerned the suspension of the
implementation of a proposed concentration – through the purchase of shares – whereby CLT-UFA and Taurus
would acquire joint control of Premiere, BetaDigital and BetaResarch;
51

Ibid, para. 18
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supplied in digital bouquets by pay-TV operators.52 Within the pay-TV market, the EC also

considered that the latter market also includes pay-per-channel and pay-per-view further

adding that this market could not be sub-divided into analogue and digital pay-TV.53

3.43 Having regard to the second relevant product market defined – the market for technical

services for pay-TV – the EC explained that in order to operate, pay-TV requires special

infrastructure for encryption and decryption of television signals – a decoder instaleed in the

home of every pay-TV subscriber. In addition to requiring a decode base, pay-TV also requires

a system of conditional access which comprises the transmission of encrypted data, contains

information on programmes/packages of programmes subscribed to and on the entitlement

of pay-TV subscribers to receive the programmes.

3.44 The remaining three EC cases – British Interactive Broadcasting/Open54; the merger

decision in the TPS case55; and the B Sky B/ Kirch pay-TV56 were also premised on the afore-

mentioned case of Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, each affiming the characteristics, intended

use and distinctiveness of the pay-TV market as a relevant product market. The BiB/Open

case particularly noted, on the basis that pay-TV in the United Kingdom was available to

subscribers by various modes of transmission ( digital terrestrial, satellite and cable), that it

would not be appropriate to distinguish between the pay-TV markets based on their modes of

transmission.57 The EC further stated, in relation to the markets for the supply of films and

sports channel for pay-TV, ‘[e]xperience has shown that to be successful as a pay-TV operator,

it is essential to include film and sports channels aspart of the service (…) Pay-television

operators’ demand for particular channels reflects the demand of their subscribers.’ 58

52
Ibid, para. 18

53
Ibid, para. 18

54
Refer to Commission Decision of 15 September 1998 relating to a proceeding under Article 81 of the EC Treaty,

Case No. IV/36.539 – British interactive Broadcasting/Open (OJ L 312/1). This case concernced an application for
negative clearance of the creation of a joint venture company named British Interactive Broadcasting Ltd (now
‘Open’) which proposed to provide a new type of service, digital interactive television services, to consumers in the
UK.
55

Refer to Commission Decision of 3 March 1999 relating to a proceeding pursuant to Article 85 of the EC Treaty,
Case No IV/36.237 – TPS (OJ L 90/6). This case concerned the application for negative clearance submitted by
Television Francaise 1, France Television Enterprises, France Telecom, Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de
Telediffusion, Metropole Television and Lyonnaise des Eaux concerning the agreements creating the company
Television par satellite (‘TPS’). TPS object is to conceive, develop and operate a range of programmes and services
aimed at French-speaking television viewers, for which the latter are required to pay.
56

Refer to Commission Decision of 21 March 2000 relating to notification pursuant to Article 4 of Council
Regulation (EEC) NO 4064/89, Case No. COMP/ JV.37 – B SKY B / KIRCH PAY-TV (‘B Sky B Case’).
57

Pay-TV services provided by one means of transmission act as a competitive constraint on the provision of such
services using other means. B Sky B Case, Para. 26
58

B Sky B case, Para. 28
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Broadband Internet Access4.

Overview of broadband internet access in Mauritius

Figure 2: Overview of provision of broadband internet access infrastructure in Mauritius

4.1 This chapter is included for the purpose of following chapters on assessment of facts and

market definition and gives an overview of broadband internet access and the infrastructural

framework behind the supply of this service.

4.2 Figure 2 above presents the three distinct infrastructural levels existing in the provision of

broadband internet access in Mauritius.

4.3 To supply broadband internet access products, ISPs in Mauritius use a network of submarine

cables, and satellite access (some in limited circumstances, as backup).

International Bandwidth Connectivity

4.4 The top infrastructural level is concerned with submarine cables (and less commonly, satellite

access) and is represented in the figure by the three labeled cables up to fixed local telecom

infrastructure (black lines on Mauritius in the figure). As at now, two submarine cables

terminate in Mauritius. The SAFE cable terminates at MT’s landing station at Baie Jacotet and

the LION1 terminates at Le Goulet, Terre Rouge. These cables provide international bandwidth

connectivity to their respective owners. This international bandwidth connectivity can be sold
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as a wholesale business product (IPLC, IPVPN, etc) in itself to firms having high usage of

international connectivity (e.g ISPs, Call Centers, etc).

4.5 Since 1998, MT has been a consortium member of the SAFE cable which is itself connected to

the SAT-3/WASC (South Atlantic 3/West Africa Submarine Cable) and to which MT’s

consortium membership extends. As such, MT benefits from a high performance optical fibre

submarine cable link to Sessimbra in Portugal. From there, MT purchases the link from other

cable operators, to Paris, where it has invested in a Point of Presence (POP) at Telehouse 1, a

leading global neutral data centre provider59. MT also owns an Earth Station at Cassis-Intelsat

702, 550 East which allows it to cater for satellite broadband as an alternative for connections

to such parts of the world where connection via submarine cables are impossible.

4.6 More recent investments by MT and Emtel (LION2 only for the latter) have been made in the

LION 1 & 2 Cables, the Eastern Africa Submarine Cable System (EASSy) and the Europe-India

Gateway Cable (EIG). All four projects involve very high performance, new generation

submarine fibre cables, and interconnection between the different cables will provide very

high bandwidth capacity levels to MT and Emtel. Investment in cables not terminating in

Mauritius (namely EASSy and EIG) will provide for onward connectivity to Europe, for MT.

4.7 MT currently provides full International Private Leased Circuits (IPLCs) to Telehouse 1, Paris

where further interconnection provides links to the rest of the world. Other ISPs such as

Emtel, MTML and Nomad also use the SAFE (and LION2 for Emtel) cable by acquiring

international bandwidth connectivity from Mauritius Telecom.

Domestic Network Connectivity

4.8 The second level in the provision of broadband internet access is concerned with domestic

network connectivity. This is represented by the pink paths highlighted in Figure 2 above,

where it is referred to as the fixed local telecom infrastructure. In fact, domestic network

connectivity can be seen as the physical connection between an end user’s premises and a

local exchange. Domestic network connectivity can be sold both as a wholesale and retail

business product. As a wholesale business product sold on its own, it can provide local firms

with solutions for connections between their various sites (e.g. WAN, SHDSL, etc). When

combined with international bandwidth connectivity, it can be sold as a retail business

internet access product (Business Broadband Internet Access offers, See Table 5).

59
Established in 1988, Telehouse Europe (http://www.telehouse.net/) is a major carrier neutral colocation, ICT

solutions and managed services provider based in Docklands, London. It operates seven facilities spread between
London and Paris. Its sister company, Telehouse America, has colocation facilities in New York and Los Angeles,
California. KDDI Corporation (http://www.kddi.com/english/), Telehouse’s Japanese parent company, operates
data centre facilities in America and Asia.
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Domestic network connectivity is an ever-changing facet in the ICT sector of a developing

country. In Mauritius for example, while copper lines and wireless last miles have been in use

for some years now, two major players, namely Emtel and MT have set up optical fibre

backbones in the country. Emtel owns a 137km long national fibre optic ring which goes

through 6 districts (Plaine Wilhems, Moka, Port Louis, Riviere du Rempart, Pamplemousses and

Flacq) and which has a bandwidth capacity of 20Gbps. For the time being, the main use of the

fibre ring has been to service business customers.

4.9 MT owns a [] long national fibre optic cable network with coverage spreading across the

island.

Last Mile and End User Premises

4.10 The third level is represented by the ‘computer’ symbols in Figure 2 above. The third

level is the result of the combination of international bandwidth connectivity and domestic

network connectivity, with a view to provide residential markets with fixed-line or fixed-

wireless broadband internet access services. These services may include residential ADSL

offers, triple play offers, IPTV, VoD and VoIP amongst others. In Mauritius, some major

examples of such services are ADSL Home by Orange, My.T by Orange and Emtel WiMAX

(Professional or Business) by Emtel.

Transmission Technologies used

4.11 As explained above, international bandwidth connectivity reaches Mauritius mainly

through submarine fibre cables. The underlying technology is that of optical fibre which can

cater for simultaneous telephone and broadband internet services.

4.12 Delivery of broadband internet access to households or businesses is achieved through a

number of different transmission technologies. MT offers Dial-up and ADSL to its customers

and uses existing copper telephone lines and newer fibre optic cables to achieve this.

However, competitors who cannot have free access to the local fixed-line infrastructure use

wireless alternatives to deliver last-mile broadband internet access. Emtel uses High-Speed

Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), a mobile telephony communications protocol to reach its

customers60. Nomad uses the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX)

telecommunications protocol61. Finally, MTML uses Code Division Multiple Access Evolution-

Data Optimized (CDMA2000 1XEV-DO), a radio transmission technology to provide wireless

broadband62.

60
See Filenote of meeting INV/009/NM/003.

61
See Filenote of meeting INV/009/NM/006.

62
See Filenote of meeting INV/009/NM/005.
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4.13 The CCM understands that while optical fibre and copper lines offer excellent solutions

for networking, wireless technologies such as those employed by Emtel, Nomad or MTML

have yet to demonstrate comparable levels of reliability and competitive value.
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Pay-TV5.

Overview

5.1 Pay-TV (see Glossary) has been described in several EU Commission Decisions63 as a product

market which is separate from Free-TV (see Glossary), and for which the trade relationship

exists only between the programme supplier and the viewer. The key factors which define the

pay-TV market are the shaping of programmes to meet the interests of the target groups, with

the emphasis on the first transmission of feature films and sports coverage, and the level of

subscriptions charged64. Other features of pay-TV are the need for viewers to have a

decoder,the fact that it is marketed through a network of distributors and the need for a

subscriber management system65.

5.2 The pay-TV can also be described as a two-sided market. Two-sided markets are markets

where there are two distinct consumer groups whose demands are interdependent. Markets

for the supply of TV channels can be considered as two-sided as it is estimated that the

advertising airtime depends on the price of the advertising and the number of viewers per

channel66.

5.3 Referring to EU Commission Decisions, as discussed in the previous section on ‘Competitive

Assessment of pay-TV Market by the European Commission,’ in the Legal Background of this

Report, it has been pointed out that pay-TV services provided by one means of transmission

act as a competitive constraint on their provision using other means. This is the case in respect

of pay-TV delivered by satellite and cable67.

5.4 IPTV is defined, according to the ITU, as the provision of video services (e.g live TV

channels,near Video on Demand or pay-per–view) through an IP platform68.

5.5 In Mauritius, there are a number of pay-TV providers. The three main providers (MC Vision,

Parabole Maurice and DSTV) make use of the satellite transmission. Another provider, London

63
See previous section on ‘Competitive Assessment of pay-TV Market by the European Commission,’ in the Legal

Background of this Report
64

Commission Decision of 3 March 1999: Case No IV/36.237-TPS).Official Journal of the European Communities.
65

Commission Decision of 3 March 1999: Case No IV/36.237-TPS).Official Journal of the European Communities.
66

Ofcom report titled: Market definition and Market power in pay-TV.Annex 13 to pay-TV market investigation
consultation – market definition and market power in pay-TV
67

Commission Decision of 15 September 1999: Case IV/36.539-British Interactive Broadcasting/Open).Official
Journal of the European Communities.
68

See ITU document, entitled ‘Trends in Telecommunication Reform 2008,’ available at http://www.itu.int/ITU-
D/treg/publications/Trends08_exec_A5-e.pdf
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Satellite Systems, uses MMDS69 technology and is the only one in Mauritius to make use of

such technology70.

5.6 The Mauritius Broadcasting Corporation ( the ‘MBC’) does not form part of the pay-TV market

as it is Free-TV. The trade relationship that would exist for Free-TV is between programme

suppliers and the advertising industry. The key parameters for Free-TV are: audience share

and advertising rates. The conditions of competition will hence be different for the two types

of television71.

5.7 The global pay- TV market, including telecommunications IPTV, cable and satellite video

services, totaled $125 billion in the first half of 2011 and is forecast to grow to $353 billion by

2015.72 Most of this future growth is estimated to come from satellite video and

telecommunications IPTV services.

5.8 IPTV and Satellite TV are slowly becoming complementary technologies in Europe where IPTV

operators have made use of satellite distribution to extend their distribution into areas which

could not be covered by ADSL networks.73

Pay-TV and triple play

5.9 MT is the only operator in Mauritius to offer triple play. Unlike other TV providers, MT uses

IPTV technology. A My.T subscriber has broadband internet access (My.T Surf), access to

Sezam (My.T Talk), VoD and Core TV (My.T Watch). The Core TV is offered without an itemised

charge to all My.T subscribers and includes 30 channels which are divided in different

categories by MT.

5.10 There are about [] pay-TV subscribers in Mauritius, most of whom subscribe to

Satellite pay-TV services. There were [] My.T subscribers of whom []74 were IPTV

subscribers as at December 2011 and [] VOD users75 as at December 2010.

Audience segment

5.11 There are different bouquets targeted at different income segments. The lower income

segments of subscribers are subscribed to pay-TV bouquets priced at around Rs 450/month

69
MMDS is Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service.

70
See Filenote of meeting, INV/009/NM/009.

71
Commission Decision of 27 May 1998:Case No IV/M.993-Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere.Official Journal of the

European Communities.
72

See InfonetIcs Research available at http://www.satnews.com/cgi-bin/story.cgi?number=1538171523
73

See Euroconsult Research available at www.informatm.com, February 4, 2010 Issue 28.04.
74

See submissions by ICTA, dated 20
th

April 2012
75

See submissions by MT to IRO
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whilst bouquets which are priced as from Rs 1790/month are targeted at higher income

segments ,showing that pay-TV subscriptions are income driven.

FTA vs pay-TV

5.12 FTA channels are available to viewers without a subscription. Channels which can be

broadcast without encryption,and which can be viewed without any specialized equipment fall

into that category.76

5.13 Pay-TV channels are encrypted channels which are available to viewers upon payment

of a monthly subscription fee. The Ofcom defines three types of pay-TV channels 77:

 Basic content (see Glossary) channels: packaged together in different bundles and for which

a subscription fee is required to view all the channels.

 Premium content (see Glossary) channels: Channels without unique content and for which

additional subscription is required for one channel or small package of channels.

 Unique premium content channels: Channels for which additional subscription are required

for one channel/small package of channels and the content available on those channels may

be exclusive and unique.

Costs of pay-TV channels

5.14 The CCM obtained information from auxiliary parties on the costs structure of pay-TV

channels. The following table (Table 1) illustrates the costs incurred by one pay-TV operator,

namely MC Vision.

5.15 Other costs which may be incurred are: Costs of interactive services, distribution costs

and marketing costs78.

76
Annex 8 to pay-TV Market consultation investigation,Paragraph 2.29

77
Annex 8 to pay-TV Market consultation investigation,Paragraph 2.31

78
[] submissions to IRO dated Feb 2012.
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Table 1: Costs for pay-TV as incurred by one local satellite pay-TV operator

Type of cost Description Amount (2011)

Fixed
Fixed amount paid to

Wholesale channel
provider []

[]

Variable
Cost of channels for each

subscriber []
[]

Satellite cost
Fixed Cost paid to transport

channels to subscribers
through satellite []

[]

Technical cost
Paid to wholesale channel

provider []
[]

Programme cost [] []

[] [] []

Tariff adjustment for My.T offers

5.16 The CCM expressed its concerns on the fact that the Core TV offer in My.T offers could

have been offered at below-cost prices. The CCM was of the view that MT could have been

cross-subsidising its costs of providing Core TV and in so doing could have been charging

below-cost prices for its pay-TV channels.

5.17 MT MT provided data79 in response to an IRO and the CCM had calculated approximate

costs per subscriber to be [] per month.

5.18 The CCM had explained that MT’s pricing scheme advertised that those channels were

offered for free (although, as explained in the background of this Report, ‘free’ refers to the

absence of individual or itemized charges here) as an enticement for consumers. The CCM

stated that even though some of those channels could have been offered on FTA basis, it

79
See MT’s submissions to IRO, dated 11

th
July 2011.
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could not be excluded that the costing structure of My.T should rationally be including costs of

providing pay-TV channels which were not FTA.

5.19 Following this cost estimate, MT revised its prices for both My.T and Home ADSL offers,

so that the price difference between My.T and Home ADSL offers for equivalent bandwidth

now reflected slighty more than the above-mentioned costs of channels. This change by MT

addressed the relevant concern expressed in the SoI.
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Market definition6.

Market definition overview

6.1 The relevant market is a defined set of products which could compete with other products

and a defined geographical area within which competition occurs. The CCM will adopt the

approach of the “Hypothetical Monopolist Test” to define the relevant markets.80

6.2 In line with standard international practice, “the CCM will take as its relevant market the

narrowest candidate market for which a monopolist of all the products in the candidate

market would be able to profitably increase the price of the product being investigated (the

focal product) by a small but significant amount (typically 5-10%) over a sustained period.”

This is called the “Hypothetical Monopolist test” or the “SSNIP test”81.

6.3 The product market is defined after taking into account the substitutes of the product from

both the demand side and supply side. Demand-side substitution is the ability of consumers to

rapidly switch to alternative products/services, in the face of a small but significant price rise

while supply-side substitution is the ability of alternative suppliers to rapidly switch supply

sources for the product in question, in the face of a small but significant price rise. Such

substitution, both from the demand and supply side should occur within a reasonable lapse of

time, such as one year, so as to render any price increase unprofitable to the monopolist.82

6.4 The CCM will consider the geographic market to be the island of Mauritius for a very wide

variety of products and services. The geographic market is defined according to the same

principles as the product market.83

6.5 Supply- side substitution might be evaluated from a consideration of costs and technology.

The CCM would ask if suppliers would be able to switch production over a reasonable amount

of time into the focal market, should prices of the focal product increase. Profitability of such

a move would be considered. Factors such as switching costs and capacity of the alternative

production facility would be considered as well.84

6.6 The CCM may also take into account reasoned decisions of other Competition Authorities on

market definition to form its own conclusion on the market being defined.85

80
Paragraph 2.13 of the CCM Guidelines on Market Definition, CCM2

81
Paragraph 2.16-2.17 of the CCM Guidelines on Market Definition, CCM2 (SSNIP test stands for the Small but

Significant and Non Transitory Increase in Price).
82

Paragraph 2.18 of the CCM Guidelines on Market Definition, CCM2
83

Paragraph 2.22 of the CCM Guidelines on Market Definition, CCM2
84

Paragrpah 2.34 of the CCM Guidelines on Market Definition, CCM2
85

Paragraph 2.37 of the CCM Guidelines on Market Definition, CCM2
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6.7 In some cases, it is also necessary to distinguish the functional levels at which competition

occurs when defining the relevant market. This will particularly be the case when market

participants operate at more than one level, i.e. as wholesalers and as retailers, and the

allegation is that one participant is leveraging market power in an upstream market into the

downstream markets.
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Product Markets

Market definition for Broadband Internet Access

Figure 3: Functional Dimension of the Broadband Access market
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6.8 As illustrated in Figure 3 above and as explained in the previous chapter on broadband

internet access in Mauritius, the functional dimensions of the broadband access market have

several branches, with wholesale products being at the same market level as retail products,

as illustrated in the figure above. The following sections propose to explain the above figure in

its narrowing of the market definition.

Downstream market – Broadband Internet Access Products

6.9 The focus of this Investigation is on the My.T product, which is offered as retail residential

fixed-line broadband internet access product by MT.

6.10 Broadband internet access offered at the retail level may encompass both supply to the

residential and business segments as mentioned in the background on broadband internet

access in this Report. Moreover, retail level broadband internet access can also take the form

of mobile broadband internet access products. As mentioned in the previous chapter on

broadband internet access in Mauritius, businesses (such as Small and Medium Enterprises)

buy retail business broadband internet access products (See Table 5 for a list of such services

offered by MT).

6.11 However, the provision of the retail residential broadband access product My.T is

restricted to residential segments by MT itself and is not intended for business use (Unlike

ADSL Business or ADSL Pro for instance86).

6.12 The intended use for both categories (residential and business) of products is different

as stated by market players in the course of information gathering for this Investigation. In this

respect, auxiliary parties submitted that corporate customers look for specialized services,

integrated solutions (including swift emergency/maintenance service), or more generally, for

value added services over and above baseline high speed broadband internet access (such as

inter-site connectivity, dedicated 1:1 contention ratio bandwidth connections and high upload

international bandwidth connectivity) while retail consumers purchase specific products such

as voice, ADSL or video services 87.

6.13 Based on these submissions, the CCM understands that the overall utility expected by

home and business consumers is different to the extent that business users expect very high

utility in terms of quality of service, value-added servicing and overall reliability while

residential users expect lower utility levels in same aspects, being less sensible to issues such

as low contention ratios or uptime reliability. This difference is also expressed in terms of

pricing at the example of the difference in prices between business and retail ADSL offers

86
See Table 5

87
See Filenotes of meetings conducted with [] on 3

rd
May 2011 and 23

rd
November 2011
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(ranging from 2 to 4 times higher prices for the former over the latter, in the case of MT88 for

its ADSL Business/Pro and its Home ADSL offers).

6.14 Based on the above stated considerations, the CCM will therefore, for the purposes of

this Investigation, exclude the business segment of the retail residential broadband internet

access product market from its market definition and will focus on the retail residential

broadband internet access product market.

6.15 It is useful as next step at this point, to explore the relationship, if any, between the

mobile broadband internet access product market and the retail residential broadband

internet access product market.

Mobile broadband internet access product market vs retail residential broadband

internet access product market

Demand side substitution

6.16 In Mauritius, mobile broadband internet access refers mostly to accessing internet via

3G technology (and previously through GPRS). Over recent years, there has been an increase

in the number of mobile broadband internet access product users in Mauritius. This may

indicate a level of demand side substitution between mobile broadband internet access

products and retail residential broadband internet access products as investigated below.

6.17 The ITU looks at the relationship between the two mentioned product markets from an

end-user experience point of view. It is estimated that the end-user experience of broadband

internet access products will depend on aspects such as capacity, speed and quality of

service89. Such aspects would depend on the end user’s preferences. For instance, some

individuals may choose to complement their relatively low-speed mobile broadband internet

access connection needs (email access, ringtone downloads, etc) with higher speed

broadband internet access connection needs (intensive download, online gaming, etc) at

home, while other, more price sensitive, or with lower broadband internet access

consumption levels individuals, would prefer to have only one kind of connection (mobile or

fixed-line)90.

6.18 Information gathering conducted by the CCM in this perspective, resulted in auxiliary

parties submitting that while there may be some overlap between mobile and residential

broadband access as to basic internet use, more bandwidth consuming needs were only

fulfilled through retail residential broadband internet access, with auxiliary parties going to

the extent of expressing the view that mobile broadband did not actually compete with retail

88
See Table 4

89
“Measuring the Information Society 2011”, ITU, Page 89

90
“Measuring the Information Society 2011”, ITU, Page 90
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broadband. Referring to My.T, auxiliary parties submitted that mobile broadband consumers

were not willing to watch TV on their mobile devices but would nonetheless have consistent

specific low bandwidth use (such as web browsing or email access) for mobile broadband

internet access 91.

6.19 The ITU’s views on the relationship between the above two markets would seem to be

relevant in the Mauritian context as well, based on submissions by auxiliary parties. The CCM

understands from the latter submissions that the growth in the number of mobile broadband

internet users over recent years would not be indicative of demand-side substitution between

the two markets and could rather be explained by other factors including the relevant factor

of complementary utility derived by consumers in using both mobile and retail broadband

internet access depending on the nature of their needs at different instants and in differing

contexts (e.g. A consumer would use a retail broadband internet access device at home while

using a mobile broadband internet access in the bus).

6.20 A few of the auxiliary parties suggested that some consumers find complementary use

for both access technologies, although this cannot be confirmed by the CCM, issues such as

switching costs would not seem directly relevant although the CCM does present a brief

analysis of the types of potential switching costs that could come into the picture.

6.21 A mobile broadband user would however, hypothetically face switching costs such as

the purchase of a residential broadband compliant electronic platform (personal computer,

laptop, netbook, etc.) to connect to the access point, installation and rental (if applicable)

costs (including purchase of modem if not bundled in the operator’s offer), monthly

subscription fees and fixed line telephony subscription installation costs and associated

monthly rental fees (in case of a customer subscribing to fixed-line retail residential

broadband internet access). Considering the variety of costs faced, the resulting switching

costs would indeed be high here. A residential broadband user hypothetically switching to

mobile broadband would face switching costs such as the purchase of a mobile broadband

compliant electronic device (3G mobile phone or tablet computer or gaming device, etc.) and

the purchase of a subscriber identity module card (Sim card) along with a subscription plan.

The resulting switching costs would again seem to be high here.

6.22 Considering the high level of switching costs, and taking into consideration the fact that

all retail residential broadband internet access offers on the market are based on a fixed

monthly subscription fee while all mobile broadband internet access offers on the market are

based on a per data unit (most often in terms of MBs) fee, the CCM is of the view that

demand-side substitution levels between mobile broadband and retail residential broadband

internet access would be very low to absent.

91
See Filenote of meeting conducted with [] on 10

th
March 2011
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Supply side substitution

6.23 As explained in the previous section, there are substantial differences between retail

residential and mobile broadband internet access markets. Mobile broadband internet access

may be useful for basic services such as email access, browsing or online social networking but

will nevertheless be inadequate for delivering data intensive services such as VoIP or IPTV. For

instance, the quality of a VoIP connection being highly dependent on the capacity and the

quality of the broadband internet access connection92, a medium to high level consumer of

VoIP services would most probably turn to retail residential broadband internet access for his

needs. The major constraint from the point of view of suppliers is bandwidth, which is lacking,

for the time being, as far as mobile broadband internet access technologies are concerned93.

Auxiliary parties however submitted that LTE (Long term evolution), the latest standard for

wireless mobile communication, would be able to offer suitable bandwidth at competitive

levels within an approximated five-year period94.

6.24 Another major difference between the two product markets is the range of services

which an ISP would be able to provide to end users and the cost at which such provision could

theoretically be achieved. With respect to this consideration, auxiliary parties submitted that

considering the problem of bandwidth being inadequate as far as current mobile broadband

access technologies were concerned, it was impossible to offer triple play services over mobile

broadband. Referring to My.T, auxiliary parties stated that it was not technically feasible for

the time being, assuming all other necessary factors were there, to offer a comparable service

through mobile broadband95.

6.25 Suitability of current end user mobile devices and the scarcity (from a mass market

point of view) of capable devices for high bandwidth technology standards was also raised96.

Triple play retail residential broadband internet access offers give the possibility of 3

simultaneous uses by 3 different persons while mobile devices which are characteristically

designed for personal use, and rely on mobile broadband internet access products, normally

cater for only 1 user at a time.

6.26 Taking the above stated points into consideration, the CCM is of the view that mobile

broadband internet access providers would not be able to start providing a comparable

service as My.T, should a price increase occur in the latter offer. In this sense, they would not

be able to exert a competitive constraint within a reasonable time period so that the afore-

mentioned price increase would be sustainably profitable. The CCM is therefore of the view

that there would seem to be no possibility of supply-side substitution.

92
“Measuring the Information Society 2011”, ITU ,Page 90

93
See Filenote of meeting conducted with [] on 16

th
March 2011

94
See Filenote of meeting conducted with [] on 23

rd
November 2011

95
See Filenotes of meetings conducted with []on 10

th
March 2011 and [] on 16

th
March 2011

96
See Filenote of meeting conducted with [] on 23

rd
November 2011
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Conclusion on mobile broadband internet access product market vs. retail residential

broadband internet access product market

6.27 The CCM understands that demand-side substitution is very low to absent and that this

may suggest a certain level of overlap between the two markets, depending largely on the

type of use sought for by the consumer.

6.28 However, the CCM also understands that there may not currently (given available

technologies on the Mauritian market) be supply-side substitution between mobile broadband

internet access products and retail residential broadband internet access products, should

prices of the retail residential broadband internet access products increase by 5-10%, the CCM

concludes that retail residential broadband internet access products are in a distinct market.

Retail residential fixed-wireless broadband internet access product market vs retail

residential fixed-line broadband internet access product market

Demand side substitution

6.29 In the context of several meetings conducted with auxiliary parties in the course of this

Investigation, the CCM collected information regarding the comparison or contrast that

market players made between the provision of retail residential broadband internet access

through fixed-line and fixed-wireless means, views which are summarized below. For views on

demand-side substitution, auxiliary parties made submissions about consumer behavior in the

market for provision of broadband internet access.

6.30 The foremost point put forward by market players to distinguish between fixed-line and

fixed-wireless provision of broadband internet access from a demand-side point of view

relates to the contrasting utility derived by consumers from both transmission modes. In this

perspective, several ISPs97 commented that fixed-wireless offered an overall lower quality of

service. In this respect, the main aspect which was quoted was that of bandwidth, with ISPs

stating that the overall experience of the consumer was hindered by low bandwidth speeds

and added latency98 and that ‘internet-only’ offers were the only option through fixed-

wireless, triple play offers being impossible to deliver through the said transmission mode99.

6.31 Reliability of service was another concern submitted to the CCM as far as utility derived

by consumers of fixed-wireless broadband internet access was concerned. Auxiliary parties100

submitted that fixed-line offered enhanced reliability and far more consistent broadband

97
See Filenotes of Meetings conducted with [] on 25th March 2011, [] on 30th November 2011, [] on 23rd

November 2011 and [] on 23rd November 2011
98

See Filenote of Meeting conducted with [] on 25
th

November 2011
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100
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November 2011
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experience than fixed-wireless, depending less on weather conditions. A market player101

submitted that fixed-wireless broadband was less reliable in adverse weather, especially in

terms of heavy rain which affected the continuity of service quite extensively.

6.32 The above distinction was carried further whereby auxiliary parties102 submitted that

consumers with more critical use for broadband internet access, such as businessmen

(mentioned here for the purpose of analysis although business users have strictly speaking

already been excluded above from the residential segment), would tend to go for fixed-line

while consumers with less critical use, such as average residential users would pick fixed-

wireless, provided prices for the latter were lower for comparable bandwidth offers. Another

market player103 submitted similar views, as far as this further distinction is concerned, stating

that fixed-wireless was more targeted at a niche business market looking for resilience in

service and redundancy in terms of suppliers.

6.33 Installation of customer premises equipment was also a hurdle in terms of demand-side

substitution according to a market player104. Fixed-wireless requires installation of costly

external aerial antennae (for reception and transmission) with the further disadvantage of the

effect of bad climatic conditions (such as cyclones) on both the quality of service and the cost

to the customer (if applicable) of equipment. This comes in sharp contrast with installation of

internal modems which are relatively cheaper and more convenient, most often being

connected with existing telephone copper lines.

6.34 Two market players laid emphasis on the fact that the choice between fixed-wireless

and fixed-line did not come down to issues such as budget concerns and price sensitivity.

Coverage was rather the issue, with consumers almost always going for fixed-line wherever

offers were available while they would consider fixed-wireless only in areas where fixed-line

was not in service105.

6.35 Based on the above considerations, the CCM understands that there exist several

differing technical characteristics between fixed-wireless and fixed-line provision of retail

residential broadband internet access, from a demand-side point of view, with effects on

consumer bahaviour as explained above.

Supply side substitution

6.36 Several submissions were made in the context of assessing the possibility of supply-side

substitution by market players, of which the CCM proposes a summary below.

101
See Filenote of Meeting conducted with [] on 25

th
November 2011

102
See Filenote of Meeting conducted with [] on 23

rd
November 2011

103
See Filenote of Meeting conducted with [] on 25

th
November 2011

104
See Filenote of Meeting conducted with [] on 23

rd
November 2011

105
See Filenote of Meeting conducted with [] on 30

th
November 2011 and [] on 25

th
November 2011
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6.37 ISPs106 said that lack of access to the incumbent operator’s (MT here) local loop was a

major constraint on competition because it prevented supply-side substitution between the

provision of fixed-line and fixed-wireless broadband. All ISPs stated that it would require huge

investments to build another domestic network fixed-line infrastructure (refer to our previous

chapter for an overview on broadband internet access in Mauritius) and that the only reliable

and cost-effective means to switch from provision of fixed-wireless to fixed-line provision of

broadband internet access was through a process referred to as local loop unbundling, which

would allow alternate ISPs to offer their own broadband internet access offers to consumers

through the incumbent operator’s network in exchange of a rental fee.

6.38 Several ISPs107 linked the above argument to the fact that international bandwidth

connectivity (as described in our previous chapter on broadband internet access) was too

expensive since MT was the only provider of same for the time being and despite price

regulation by the ICTA as far as prices for IPLC were concerned. This in turn made costs too

high, further deterring firms from investing into local loop networks to service retail markets,

while they often chose to service only corporate customers.

6.39 Auxiliary parties emphasized that the absence of supply side substitutability was due to

the extensive effect of adverse weather conditions on fixed-wireless broadband internet

access as opposed to fixed-line access. Two market players108 stated that heavy rain and bad

weather in general, drastically reduced the quality of service of fixed-wireless while this

problem was far more limited on copper lines and non-existent on optical fibre cables, for

fixed-line provision of broadband internet access, making fixed-line broadband internet access

much more reliable. A further argument was put forward in favor of the enhanced reliability

offered by fixed-line over fixed-wireless in terms of minimum bandwidth being guaranteed on

fixed-line109, while this was not the case on fixed-wireless.

6.40 Two ISPs110 highlighted the fact that fixed-wireless was limited in terms of the maximum

number of sites that one wireless hub could service at a time (one market player illustrated

this constraint by stating that it would be impossible for instance, using fixed-wireless, to

service all business customers in Port Louis, and that such service would necessarily require

deployment of fixed-line); while the maximum allocated bandwidth was very low and latency

was relatively high. This was not the case on fixed-line, where the landline could be upgraded,

irrespective of the number of customers. Fixed-line also has relatively lower latency levels by

its very nature and by the fact that it is not subject to issues such as interference or absence of

106
See Filenotes of Meetings conducted with [] on 25

th
March 2011, [] on 16

th
March 2011, []on 14
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March 2011, [] on 10
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November 2011
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‘line-of-sight’111. It was also pointed out by one market player112 that fixed-wireless was

relatively more expensive to deploy because radio bandwidth was a very limited technology.

Fixed-line was also claimed as being a different technology to the extent that variation, due to

distance of user from the local exchange, in quality of service, was far less important on fixed-

line than on fixed-wireless113.

6.41 Following on the technical constraints presented by fixed-wireless in contrast with fixed-

line, two ISPs114 pointed out that it was not technically possible, currently, to provide triple

play services over fixed-wireless.

Conclusion on retail residential fixed-wireless broadband internet access product market

vs retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access product market

6.42 In light of the above analysis, the CCM concludes that the retail residential fixed-line

broadband internet access product market is a different market than the retail residential

fixed-wireless broadband internet access product market.

Geographic market

6.43 The CCM considers that the appropriate geographic market is ‘Mauritius’. The allegation

relates to MT’s use of its copper wire and optical fibre telecommunications infrastructure,

which is physically located in Mauritius and provides significant advantages over satellite

delivery of some services relevant to this Investigation. The physical and technical constraints

specific to satellite international bandwidth connectivity are relevant to the economic analysis

of the alleged conduct and indicate that the relevant market depends on the copper wire and

optical fibre network of the incumbent operator, in turn making Mauritius the relevant

market.

Conclusion on the downstream market for broadband internet access products

6.44 The relevant downstream market is thus defined as: the market for the supply of retail

residential fixed-line broadband internet access products in Mauritius.

Market share

6.45 In the relevant retail market as defined above, MT has 100% market share as it is the

sole provider of retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access products in Mauritius.

111
See Filenote of Meeting conducted with [] on 23

rd
November 2011

112
See Filenote of Meeting conducted with [] on 10

th
March 2011
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Market definition for pay-TV

The Value Chain for pay-TV

6.46 The Ofcom defines 3 levels for the pay-TV value chain115. The first level is the Content

and Production level116. At this level, content rights holders (such as Hollywood Film studios)

sell rights on an exclusive basis and at prices which are independent of the number of viewers.

Such rights are sold on a staggered basis and for a fixed duration of time117. Sports content

rights are also sold collectively118.

6.47 The second level is known as the wholesale channel provision level119. Wholesale

channel provision is the aggregation of content into wholesale channels and bouquets of

channels120. Pay-TV operators need to have agreements with channel editors to provide

channels to the public in the form of bouquets, etc. According to Ofcom, content aggregation

may be important from a competition perspective as firms may establish their market power

in relation to certain content categories.121

6.48 The third level is the retail service provision level whereby pay-TV operators sell their

TV bouquets to customers by retail bundling wholesale entertainment channels into tiered

entertainment packs122. Pay-TV operators in this level, provide consumers with access to set-

top boxes (or other platforms) and hence access to pay-TV content through subscriptions.

Retail pay-TV services are also provided through bundles with other telecommunications

services through services like triple play, for instance123. For the purposes of this Investigation,

the CCM will focus only on the third level which is the retail service provision of pay-TV

channels.

Market Definition for pay-TV

Product market

6.49 The CCM will focus on the retail service provision of pay-TV channels, more specifically

on the provision of My.T TV channels. For the purposes of defining the market, the CCM will

take as its narrowest market, the market for the retail provision of My.T TV channels.

115
Pay-TV Market investigation Consultation document,Ofcom. Date of publication: 18 December 2007,Pg 7

116
Annex 8 to pay-TV Market consultation investigation,Paragraph 2.26

117
Pay-TV Market investigation Consultation document,Ofcom. Date of publication: 18 December 2007,Pg 7

118
Pay-TV market investigation Consultation document,Ofcom. Date of publication: 18 December 2007,Pg 7

119
Ofcom report titled: Competition issues in premium pay-TV movies dated 31

st
March 2010

120
Pay-TV market investigation Consultation document,Ofcom. Date of publication: 18 December 2007,Pg 7

121
Pay-TV market investigation Consultation document,Ofcom. Date of publication: 18 December 2007,Pg 7

122
Information gathering meeting with Parabole dated the 24

th
November 2011 & pay-TV market investigation

Consultation document,Ofcom. Date of publication: 18 December 2007,Pg 7
123

Annex 8 to pay-TV Market consultation investigation,Paragraph 2.26
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Demand-side and supply-side substitution had been used to assess if this market could have

been either wider or narrower.

Demand side substitution

6.50 This section will look at what drives consumer choices when it comes to pay -TV

subscriptions. This will be done in order to define the market from a consumer perspective.

Distribution technology

6.51 The CCM believes that the distribution technology does not substantially affect

consumer choices. According to Parabole Maurice124, content is the key component of any

pay-TV bouquet, irrespective of it being broadcasted via satellite, internet or digital terrestrial.

Distribution technologies are hence not a determining factor in consumer preferences for pay-

TV.

6.52 This view has been echoed by the Ofcom, which stated that no amount of high tech

platforms could substitute for content125.

Pay-TV vs Free-TV

6.53 Pay-TV is described as a separate market from Free-TV. Referring to EU Commission

Decisions, as discussed in the section on ‘Competitive Assessment of pay-TV Market by the

European Commission,’ in the Legal Background of this Report, Free-TV does not require the

shaping of programmes to meet the interests of the targeted audience segments as compared

with pay-TV.

6.54 The trade relationships differ for both pay-TV and Free -TV. For pay-TV, the trade

relationship exists only between the programme supplier, being the pay-TV operator, and the

subscriber. Whereas for pay-TV, the trade relationship is between the programme supplier

and the advertising industry.

6.55 Pay-TV requires extensive marketing strategies which is achieved through a network of

distributors while Free-TV does not normally require any marketing strategy. Another contrast

is that pay-TV operators need access to a subscriber management system through which they

will be able to record and monitor subscriber base growth and activity, which will in turn

enable them to better market their pay-TV bouquets to their audience segments, while

understanding the latter more extensively.

124
Filenote of meeting conducted with [] dated the 24

th
November 2011

125
Ofcom report titled: Competition issues in premium pay-TV movies dated 31st March 2010
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6.56 Although the content broadcast on Free-TV and pay-TV may overlap, the channels of

distribution differ considerably126. Pay-TV and Free-TV can thus be considered to be in

separate markets.

FTA in pay-TV

6.57 FTA can be broadcast without encryption and is available in pay-TV bouquets offered by

pay-TV operators.

Basic content in pay-TV

6.58 Basic content channels are packaged together and sold as different bundles in pay-TV

bouquets. Basic content differs from premium content in that it is more genre –based and sold

as mixed bundles containing both movies and sports content127. Basic content is supplied by

all pay-TV operators, including My.T. Content in its Core TV, which overlaps with those offered

by other pay-TV operators.

6.59 Based on auxiliary parties’128 views on the market, consumers will be able to substitute

between different pay-TV bouquets offered by all operators. This is due to the similarity of

content .The mode of distribution of basic content will not affect consumer preferences129.

Basic content and FTA in pay-TV

6.60 According to Ofcom, basic content and FTA and can be considered to be in the same

market as there has been some degree of substitution observed between them130.

6.61 According to MT, pay-TV bouquets offered by other operators are also bundled with FTA

and this is common practice in the broadcasting business. The channels offered on the My.T

bouquet are mostly FTA channels131.

Premium content

6.62 MT has argued that premium content is the key driver of pay-TV subscriptions. Premium

content encompasses content such as premium sports and movies content. MT132 also stated

that “sports events have premium value only when broadcast live and movie blockbusters

have a slightly longer life cycle”.

126
Commission decision of 3 March 199: Case No IV/36.237-TPS).Official Journal of the European Communities.

127
Ofcom report titled:Pay-TV statement dated 31

st
March 2010

128
Filenote of meeting conducted with [] dated the 24

th
November 2011

129
Filenote of meeting conducted with [] dated the 24

th
November 2011

130
Ofcom report titled: Market Definition and Market Power in pay-TV-annex 13 to pay-TV market investigation

consultation dated the 18
th

December 2007.
131

Filenote of meeting conducted with Mauritius Telecom dated the 16
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June 2011
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th

June 2011
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6.63 This view is echoed by the OfCom133, which goes further by arguing that content which

is able to drive pay-TV subscriptions have to have the following characteristics. These are:

 A significant appeal to a broader audience;

 Limited availability via FTA channels.

6.64 The Ofcom argues that consumers will be less willing to pay a significant premium to

watch TV programmes similar to those offered in FTA134. Sports and movies are, according to

the Ofcom, the most valued genres by consumers and have a higher degree of exclusivity to

pay-TV.

6.65 It has also been observed that ‘high-tech platform features135, will not “turn unattractive

content into attractive content136”. This serves to confirm that content and more specifically

premium content, is a key driver of pay- TV subscriptions.

6.66 However, premium content channels are most commonly sold as part of a bundle with

basic content channels, via a mechanism known as ‘buy-through’. This requires consumers to

buy a basic content and FTA bouquet before they can buy a premium content bouquet137.

Bollywood Bouquet as Premium content

6.67 The Bollywood Bouquet can also be considered as a type of premium content as it is

estimated that Asian content channels, specifically those of Bollywood movies, are becoming

more and more popular amongst subscribers of pay-TV in Mauritius. A pay-TV operator

estimated that 40% of its sales came from its Bollywood bouquet subscriptions138. Most of the

pay-TV operators have included Bollywood bouquets in their offers, to attract consumers and

drive sales.

6.68 Bollywood bouquets offered by other pay-TV operators are targeted at the lower and

middle income groups.139 Some Bollywood bouquets have been offered recently140 by pay-TV

operators such as []141, showing clearly that Bollywood content is becoming increasingly

popular with subscribers. Those bouquets are moreover offered as supplementary and

133
Ofcom: Independent regulator and competition authority for UK Communications Industries

134
Ofcom report titled: Competition issues in premium pay-TV movies dated 31

st
March 2010

135
Features specific to transmission modes or platforms such as cable and satellite.

136
Ofcom report titled: Competition issues in premium pay-TV movies dated 31st March 2010

137
Ofcom report titled:Pay-TV statement dated 31

st
March 2010

138
Filenote of meeting conducted with [],dated 16

th
December 2011

139
Submissions to IROs by [] dated the 13

th
and 14

th
February 2012.

140
As at September 2010

141
Data obtained from []’s submissions to IRO received on the 14

th
February 2012
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separate bouquets with prices ranging from Rs 109/month to Rs 149/month across pay-TV

operators such as [] and []142.

Conclusion on demand-side substitution

6.69 The CCM has not found conclusive evidence in favour of stating that distribution

technology will affect consumer preferences when it comes to pay-TV content. The CCM

hence concludes that there may be demand side substitution between satellite pay-TV and

IPTV pay-TV.

6.70 However, the type of content is a determining factor in pay-TV subscriptions. Free-TV

and pay-TV are two separate markets whereas basic content is substitutable to FTA and may

act as a competitive constraint on FTA143. The CCM can thus conclude that basic content and

FTA are in the same market.

6.71 With regards to premium content, the Ofcom144 states that basic and FTA movies are

inferior substitutes to premium content such as newly released movies. Pay-TV operators

which do not have premium content may not be effectively able to compete as consumers will

not view their products as substitutable. Consumers will be more willing to pay more to get

access to premium content. This is the view formulated by MT which states that it would only

be competing in this premium segment of the market through its Bollywood Bouquet145.

6.72 Some pay-TV operators state that their subscribers are also subscribers of My.T

packages146. If so, the two products would be complementary instead of substitutes. This view

is shared by MT. Other pay-TV operators have expressed the view that they operate in the

same market as MT and hence consider the latter to be their competitor, even if no research

has been done in relation to the impact of My.T Watch on their sales147. They also argue that

My.T is their main competitor and is offering the same kind of products and targeting the

same kind of consumers148.

6.73 Referring to the point made by some pay-TV operators that their premium content pay-

TV bouquets and My.T packages are complementary,the CCM is wary that subscriptions to

both in this specific scenario would not necessarily imply complementarity. As further

explained in the Assessment of facts, this may be so due to the “encouragement” required to

move “unwilling” customers onto My.T. A customer wanting retail residential fixed-line

142
Submissions to IROs by [] & [] dated the 13

th
and 14

th
February 2012.

143
Ofcom report titled:Pay-TV statement dated 31

st
March 2010

144
Ofcom report titled: Competition issues in premium pay-TV movies dated 31

st
March 2010

145
Filenote of meeting conducted with MT dated the 16

th
June 2011

146
Filenote of meeting conducted with [] dated the 10

th
March 2011

147
Filenote of meeting conducted with [] & [] dated the 31

st
March 2011 & the 13

th
April 2011

148
Filenote of meeting conducted with [] dated the 13

th
April 2011 and the 16

th
December 2011
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broadband internet access and a pay-TV bouquet would have to buy My.T to get access to

retail residential fixed-line broadband intenet access product; this will not necessarily imply

that the dual subscriptions are evidence that the two products are complements.

6.74 In light of the above arguments, the CCM concludes that there are two separate

markets for pay-TV. The first market will include inferior basic content and FTA (which are

included in all the bouquets offered by pay-TV operators) and for which the customer needs

to subscribe to get access to premium content. MT is currently growing as a competitor in this

market through its Core TV channels.

6.75 The second market relates to premium content only. Premium content offered in pay-

TV bouquets should be delineated from other pay-TV bouquets which do not offer premium

content such as movies, sports and the popular crowd-pulling Bollywood content. MT is

present in this market through its Bollywood Bouquet.

Supply side substitution

6.76 This section will cover the factors which may affect substitution on the supply side.

These could be termed as barriers to entry and may serve as thresholds to assess if entry into

the pay-TV market is possible for a new entrant.

Exclusivity Rights

6.77 The issue of exclusivity rights is a major consideration in the pay-TV market, according

to MT. Exclusivity rights to movie rights & sports rights form the cornerstone of competition in

the pay-TV market. The Ofcom149 states that exclusivity rights enable pay-TV retailers to

differentiate their services and thereby attract and retain subscribers. It is moreover argued

by MT that the major wholesale channel providers as well as sports organizations will sell

their broadcasting rights to a single operator on an exclusive basis.

6.78 Coupled with the scarcity of premium content, the practice of exclusivity rights may be a

barrier to entry for new entrants, according to MT150. Exclusivity, according to the Ofcom, can

also provide a mechanism for the studios to recover the fixed costs of content production

without competitive pressures driving downstream prices close to zero. Thus, wherever

content is sold on a fixed- fee basis, content providers are likely to prefer to sell on an

exclusive basis. Exclusivity would generally hence be a more profitable strategy for the

content seller and it would, in addition, generate revenue for studios.

6.79 Ofcom further argues that the exclusive licensing, however, limits availability of

alternative products to some providers’ premium movie channels in the retail markets. The

149
Ofcom report titled: Competition issues in premium pay-TV movies dated 31

st
March 2010

150
MT’s comments and submissions to the SoI
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CCM is of the view that the restricted access to exclusivity rights, due to the staggered

availability of such rights for a fixed duration of time (as discussed in the ‘Value chain for pay-

TV’ section above),coupled with high costs of acquiring such costs151,may constitute a high

barrier to entry in this market.The CCM thus believes that, in the short run, it would not be

possible for a pay-TV operator selling only basic content and FTA in its bouquets to gain

exclusivity rights for premium content. Ofcom also shares this view by stating that wholesale

channel providers would not be able to provide premium content within a reasonable period

of time due to exclusivity, staggered availability and contract duration of the necessary

content rights152.

Distribution technology

6.80 Distribution technologies for pay-TV such as satellite TV, cable TV and IPTV may be

substitutable from a supply-side perspective. According to []153, there is no difference in the

quality of the different distribution technologies. This view is also shared by []154, who

stated that pay-TV content can be accessed by any mode and that the pay-TV market is being

increasingly driven by content and not by the distribution technology.

6.81 MT contends that satellite broadcast is the best technology to provide quality broadcast

in HDTV and 3D155 and may be least costly when compared to copper. In order to compete in

the pay-TV market, operators worldwide and locally156 are increasingly providing value added

services such as HDTV and 3D to differentiate their products and increase ARPU157. MT argues

that Investment in fibre (which, according to MT, could amount to investment of up to Rs 10

billion over 3-5 years) would be necessary to provide services equivalent in quality to the

other pay-TV operators158.

6.82 The CCM believes that the transmission mode does not act as a substantial barrier to

market expansion. There may be some high investment costs in relation to the type of

technology being used, that is switching from IPTV to satellite, and vice-versa. However, the

CCM is of the view that it is up to the incumbent firm to invest in the appropriate technology

which would guarantee better quality of service.

151
Refer to a description of the costs in the ‘Pay-TV’ section.

152
Ofcom report titled: Annex 13 to pay-TV market investigation consultation – market definition and market

power in pay-TV, date published: 18
th

December 2007
153

Filenote of meeting conducted with [] dated the 24
th

November 2011
154

Filenote of meeting conducted with [] dated the 16
th

December 2011 2011
155

MT’s comments and submissions to the SoI
156

Filenote of meeting conducted with [] dated the 16
th

December 2011
157

Tv 2010: Market and Trends,Facts and Figures,IDATE Consulting & Research: www. Idate-research.com
158

MT’s comments and submissions to the SoI
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Conclusion on supply-side substitution

6.83 Exclusivity rights may be the only factor which may preclude the ability to give access to

premium content. As such, supply-side substitution in the pay-TV market may be restricted

due to exclusivity rights. As explained above, retailers of basic content and FTA may not be

able to substitute to supplying premium content within a reasonable period of time due to

constraints linked to exclusivity rights.

6.84 Supply-side substitution will not be constrained by the distribution technology of

providing pay-TV content.

6.85 The CCM can thus conclude, based on the above arguments that there may be separate

markets for basic content and FTA on the one side and premium content, on the other side. A

new entrant in the retail supply of pay-TV would normally start by entering the former market

with the ultimate objective of acquiring enough leverage (number of subscribers at one end of

the market, to gain bargaining power for acquisition of premium content with wholesale

channel providers).

Geographic market

6.86 According to MT, the geographic market should be defined as per the network coverage

of My.T. MT argues that in order to reach all its customers and provide quality (HDTV)

equivalent to its counterparts, it would need to scrap out its copper network and use fibre

instead which would require a huge investment. The CCM is of the view that it is the entirely

up to the incumbent firm’s free choice to invest in any kind of network in order to improve the

quality and variety of its services. The CCM thus considers that the appropriate geographic

market is ‘Mauritius’.

Conclusion on the relevant markets

6.87 From a demand and supply-side substitution, premium content cannot be substituted

for basic content and FTA or non-premium content. Premium content includes but is not

limited to Bollywood content.

6.88 The CCM lends importance to the first market definition below to the extent that it

provides insight into the prospects for growth of a new entrant into the pay-TV market, and

enables a more fair and accurate analysis, as opposed to a manichesitic view of the market

which would not provide for any transitory stage for those market players attempting to

thrive within the second defined market.

As such, the relevant defined markets are thus:

1) The market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius.
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2) The market for the retail supply of Premium content pay-TV in Mauritius.

Market share

Market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius

6.89 Following the submission of comments to the Provisional Report from MT, whereby it

was stated that pay-TV operators in Mauritius practice the ‘buy-through’ business model,

where subscribers are required to pay for a basic content and FTA before having right to

access the premium content, the CCM has reviewed its analysis.

6.90 MT is present in the market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius through its

My.T Core TV channels. The CCM had calculated the market shares for the pay-TV operators

and MT from this perspective.

6.91 As shown in Table 2, the total number of subscribers would then be [] subscribers and

My.T would have a share of [%].

Table 2: Market shares for pay-TV operators in the market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius.

Number of

subscribers

Market

share as at

December

2011(%)

MC Vision [] [%]

Parabole

Maurice

[] [%]

LSS [] [%]

My.T [] [%]

Total []

Market for the retail supply of Premium content pay-TV in Mauritius

Premium content in My.T

6.92 The CCM considered the market for the retail supply of premium content pay-TV in

Mauritius and evaluated MT’s market share in that particular market. MT contends that the
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key drivers of pay-TV subscription are exclusivity rights and premium content and that based

on that, My.T is not competing with other pay-TV operators159.

6.93 Figure 4 below, illustrates various bouquet offers, showing the share of each operator in

the supply of each Pay-TV content category while detailing the share of My.T in the supply of

premium content.

6.94 From Figure 4, it can be shown that My.T provides the most news channels. For

premium content such as Movies, DSTV comes first in the number of channels offered, while

My.T has the least number of Movie content reflecting its argument that MT does not have

access to premium content . The Movies content offered by MT, such as ‘TCM’, is FTA and is

hence not substitutable to the premium content category. As for the Sports channels, DSTV

comes first while My.T does not provide any. My.T comes second for the Bollywood channels,

after MC Vision. It can be concluded that My.T does not feature content which could be

termed as premium such as Movies and Sports but nonetheless offers Bollywood Bouquet,

which is considered a type of premium content. MT thus competes in the pay-TV market as

defined above only through its Bollywood Bouquet.

Figure 4: Graphical distribution of pay-TV content per Category/Theme across operators

6.95 MT is present in the second market defined above through its Bollywood Bouquet only

as this is the only type of premium content it has. This market definition excludes VoD.

159
MT’s comments to the SoI
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6.96 MC Vision and Parabole Maurice form part of this market as they give premium content

and consumers will be willing to pay more to subscribe to their bouquets. MC Vision and

Parabole Maurice are the market leaders in this market with a market share of around

[%]160 and [%] in 2011, respectively. MT had [] subscribers to the Bollywood Bouquet

as at September 2011161.

6.97 The following table (Table 3) shows the market share as calculated by the CCM using

data obtained from pay-TV operators162 in 2011:

Table 3: Market shares for pay-TV operators in the market for the retail supply of Premium content pay-TV in

Mauritius.

Number of
subscribers

Market
share as at
December
2011(%)

MC Vision [] [%]

Parabole
Maurice

[] [%]

My.T
(Bollywood
Bouquet)

[] [%]

Total []

6.98 As shown in Table 3 above, MT, through its Bollywood Bouquet, has only [%] of the

total market as defined above.

160
Submissions to IROs by [] and [] dated the 14

th
February and the 13

th
February 2012.

161
Comments to the SoI submitted by MT

162
Submissions to IROs by [] and [] dated the 14

th
February and the 13

th
February 2012.
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Assessment of facts7.

Concerns from stakeholders

7.1 As stated in the Background of this Report, the allegation was that MT might be abusing its

monopoly power by compelling subscribers of My.T to opt for its My.T 1M + TV bundle and

pay a considerably higher price when the main product remains the broadband internet

access.

7.2 It was also alleged that MT could have been using its alleged monopoly of ADSL, or fixed-line

broadband internet access products to gain a competitive advantage in the sale of other

products such as pay-TV and international calls.

7.3 Information gathering in the course of this Investigation helped the CCM to clarify the

allegations initially received and to broadly categorize them as follows:

Concerns from consumers:

7.4 a) Following price changes and doubling of bandwidth for My.T subscribers who had also

subscribed to Core TV by MT in December 2010, subscribers of My.T 512K without Core TV,

who were either not eligible for (due to technical constraints), or not interested in benefiting

from My.T Watch, felt that they were being pressured into subscribing for My.T 1M + TV

bundles (available at a higher price) since they were, according to them, faced with only

limited alternatives which were switching from My.T 512K to Telecom Plus’s Home ADSL 512K

offer or staying with the same My.T 512K service, benefiting neither from price cuts nor speed

doubling offers in the latter scenario.

b) Similarly, consumers of Telecom Plus’ Home ADSL 1M also felt that they were being

pressured into subscribing for My.T 1M + TV bundles, with the latter offer being priced

at Rs 999 while the former was available at Rs 1354 (both prices VAT inclusive and as at

1st December 2010), with consumers finding it unacceptable that a bundled product was

cheaper than a stand-alone product.

Concerns from businesses:

7.5 Complaints from businesses and competitors were very different in scope and nature through

MT’s offer of My.T and the price change and doubling of bandwidth exercise in December

2010. On the one hand, they suggested that MT was trying to use its alleged monopoly power

in the provision of residential ADSL to gain market share in its other offers. Specifically, they

alleged that MT was tying its ADSL product into My.T through My.T Surf, and was trying to

gain market share in the pay-TV market by tying My.T Watch to My.T on the one hand, while

trying to gain market share in the International Long Distance market on the other hand,

through the tying of My.T Talk into the triple play offer.
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Concerns from the CCM:

7.6 The CCM in taking note of the various aspects of the allegations, also formed a view as to a

potential competitive issue linked to the allegations being made. In particular, the CCM was

concerned, at the time of the allegations, that MT’s retail residential broadband products

were being offered in such a way that customers who would only require higher bandwidth

broadband were faced with the exclusive option of subscribing to My.T offers and could

neither obtain comparable level of service from Telecom Plus (from its range of Home ADSL

offers) nor from any competitors, for the same market segment. The CCM was concerned that

MT might have been abusing its potential monopoly power in the provision of high bandwidth

broadband internet access in order to induce consumers into subscribing for its My.T offer,

with a view to gaining market share in the markets thus tied in the offer, namely the ILD and

the pay-TV market.

Theory of Harm

7.7 The CCM considered the concerns raised above and how the alleged behavior could

potentially be in breach of the Act.

7.8 Referring to the legal background of this Report, the CCM considered that the behavior of MT

(including its subsidiary Telecom Plus Ltd) should initially be considered from the perspective

of a potential breach of Section 46 of the Act, with regards to monopoly situations.

7.9 Provided MT was in a monopoly situation, according to Section 46(1) of the Act, pertaining to

the provision of the relevant goods or services being supplied, which would be a prerequisite

under the Act to caution a review of the said monopoly situation, the CCM would need

reasonable grounds to believe that MT was engaging in an abuse of monopoly, as explained in

the legal background.

7.10 According to the CCM, MT could have been engaging in exclusionary conduct in that MT

would have been tying and bundling its broadband internet access products to its ILD and pay-

TV products so that it could have been in a position to leverage its alleged market power in

the former product market, into the latter product markets. More specifically, MT, as being

allegedly in a monopoly situation with regards to the provision of broadband internet access,

would, according to the CCM, have tied its product from the said market (tying product) to its

other products, namely ILD and pay-TV (tied products), found in more competitive markets, in

an attempt at reducing competition in the market for the tied products. This behavior would

be in contemplation of the possibility of foreclosing other competitors in the tied products’

markets, by restricting competition in the said markets.

7.11 Another potential type of exclusionary behavior according to the CCM, would be that

MT could have been engaging in below-cost pricing for its Core TV offer, so that it would have

effectively reduced competition in the pay-TV market and thereby forced the exit of

competitors from the latter market, in the medium to long term. It could have been restricting
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competition in the pay-TV market or establishing a position in which it could have done so at

the detriment of other pay-TV operators. This behavior, if successful, would have potentially

led to exploitative abuse on the part of MT, in the interval where competition would be have

been weakened or eliminated.

7.12 Below-cost pricing was already cited as a concern of the CCM at the SoI stage. The CCM

was mainly concerned that MT could have been engaging in cross-subsidisation, in parallel to

below-cost pricing, so that it could achieve low prices for its My.T offers, without incurring or

thereby lessening, net losses. The CCM argued that MT could have been cross-subsidising

provision of its pay-TV channels in its My.T offers, ensuring, for example, that its My.T 1M + TV

offer could be sold at a cheaper price than its more basic Home ADSL 1M offer.

Exclusionary abuse – Tying and Bundling

My.T as a bundled or tied product

7.13 The CCM noted that the My.T product was the main focus underlying the concerns laid

out above. As explained in the background of this Report, MT is a group of companies, with

subsidiaries involved in the provision of various telecommunication products and services.

7.14 As such, MT introduced, in 2006, the first retail triple play offer on the Mauritian

market, namely My.T. Before turning to the assessment of competition-related issues, this

Report will first propose an assessment of My.T as a bundled or tied product, in the following

sections.

7.15 As stated in the background of this Report, My.T is a product of convergence in

telecommunications, with the ITU being of the view that the main advantages behind such

convergence are increased efficiency, lower costs and innovation and main disadvantages

being that incumbent operators are often unwilling to share their existing networks with rivals

which therefore hinders entrants in offering new services, and that a dominant player’s offer

of bundled products can also distort competition in that a dominant operator may misuse its

monopoly power in one industry to another industry thereby limiting the freedom of choice

among its customers.

7.16 Referring to the legal background of this Report, tying and bundling are cited, in the

CCM Guidelines, as being normal business practices which are not necessarily anticompetitive.

The definition given in the CCM Guidelines is that if the sale of one product (the tying product)

is conditional on the sale of another (the tied product), the products are said to be ‘bundled’

or ‘tied’ together, with the difference being that ‘bundling’ refers to a situation where neither

product can be bought separately.
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7.17 The legal background also refers to a BEREC163 report which states that bundling arises

when a firm sells two or more services together, as one combined offer, at a joint price. This

definition is refined to differentiate between pure bundling and mixed bundling where the

former type of bundling refers to a situation where the separate components of the bundle

cannot be purchased separately while the latter form refers to a scenario where consumers

have the choice between buying the separate components and buying the bundle, usually at a

discounted price.Tying is referred to as being similar to pure bundling.

7.18 In assessing My.T in the light of the definitions stated above, the CCM looked at the

separate components offered in the My.T offer. At the SoI stage, two main avenues were

being considered, namely the potential tying or bundling of broadband internet access and

the ILD market and that of the former with the pay-TV market. As stated in the background of

this Report, the initial form of tying or bundling is no longer being considered for the purpose

of this Investigation while the latter form is now the focal point.

7.19 The CCM probed into the My.T Surf and My.T Watch components in order to determine

whether MT was in effect tying or bundling these products together. Following on the alleged

concerns from consumers, on the one hand, the CCM understood that a number of consumers

had expressed the view that they were only interested in benefiting from the broadband

internet access part of their My.T subscription (My.T 512K subscribers who were not eligible

for Core TV or who did not want same) and that following the December 2010 price revision

exercise, they felt pressured into either ‘upgrading’ to the My.T 1M + TV offer or

‘downgrading’ to the Home ADSL 512K of Telecom Plus. On the other hand, the CCM

understood that Telecom Plus Home ADSL 1M subscribers felt that they were being forced

into subscribing to the My.T 1M + TV offer since the latter package was considerably cheaper

than their current offer.

7.20 As a preliminary step in determining whether MT is effectively tying or bundling the

above stated My.T components together, the CCM assessed whether MT is in a monopoly

situation as to the provision of the tying product, according to Section 46(1) of the Act and as

defined in the legal background of this Report. The tying product referred to here would be

broadband internet access as in the My.T offers of MT and the Home ADSL offer of Telecom

Plus. The next section deals with this assessment.

My.T Surf and Home ADSL as retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access products

7.21 The products under focus here are My.T Surf and the Home ADSL offers of Telecom Plus.

As stated in the background of this Report, My.T Surf currently provides subscribers with a

broadband internet access experience of up to 4MBps.

163
BEREC: Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications, group through which National ICT

Regulatory Authorities exchange expertise and best practice and gave opinions on the functioning of the telecoms
market in the EU.
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7.22 With reference to the market definition section of this Report, My.T Surf and Home

ADSL are clearly combinations of international bandwidth connectivity and domestic network

connectivity, since both types of offer provide subscribers with broadband internet access.

My.T and My.T Surf and Home ADSL are not wholesale offers but rather retail offers and are

marketed as such, at numerous retail points of sale across Mauritius.Moreover, by their

technical nature (requiring a telephone line), My.T Surf and Home ADSL are not mobile

broadband internet access offers. As such, My.T and Home ADSL fall under the retail

broadband internet access delineation.

7.23 The marketing of My.T and Home ADSL are targeted exclusively at home users, as

opposed to business users, with TV (for the former offer only) and home broadband internet

access being the foremost offers put forward, making My.T Surf and Home ADSL retail

residential broadband internet access products. Finally, both My.T and Home ADSL require

connections to a fixed telephone line provided by MT itself.

7.24 In consideration of the above points, the CCM concluded that both My.T Surf, as a

component of My.T, and Telecom Plus’ Home ADSL, fall within the market for the provision of

retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access products, in which MT, as has been

established in the market definition section, is in a monopoly position.

My.T Surf and Home ADSL – Distinct from pay-TV ?

7.25 After establishing that MT was in a monopoly situation, through its My.T Surf and Home

ADSL offers, in the retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access product market, the

CCM turned to assessing whether these offers were distinct from the pay-TV offer of MT (Core

TV found in all My.T offers), in order to assess whether MT was effectively engaged in tying of

the mentioned products.

7.26 It would prima facie seem that MT’s fixed-line broadband internet access products and

its Core TV were, by their very nature, distinct products, especially when considering the

difference in the use that consumers would potentially derive from them. However, referring

to the legal background of this Report, the CCM is of the view that tying is by no means

necessarily anticompetitive and that it is worth probing into the nature of the products under

focus in order to assess their distinctness.

7.27 The CCM looked at the demand of buyers in order to determine whether customers,

when given the choice, would potentially purchase residential broadband internet access and

pay-TV separately. Evidence in this respect was first obtained from MT itself in the course of

information gathering for this Investigation. MT admitted that “It [was it’s] strategy not to give

[Home] ADSL 1M to its new subscribers. [MT] discontinued this offer of [Home] ADSL 1M and

[had] encouraged [subscribers] to move to My.T 1 M + TV as the [Home] ADSL 1M [was now]

more expensive. Subscribers [were] encouraged to move to My.T 1M + TV, namely subscribers

of My.T 512K without [Core] TV [were] encouraged to migrate to My.T 1M + TV with 30
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channels. The aim [was] to get the most subscribers on the My.T 1M + TV. Mr. (…) added that

ideally they want[ed] consumers to pay Rs 150 more and get a better service.164”

7.28 From the statement above, the CCM understood that MT itself knew that subscribers

would potentially be unwilling to switch from Home ADSL 1M to My.T 1M + TV, if not

‘encouraged’ to do so. MT was aware that there were subscribers who were foremostly

interested in getting broadband internet access and would, if given the choice, purchase only

the latter product (Home ADSL 1M here) and not pay-TV. As stated above, MT would have

found this situation undesirable, and thereby chose to engage in conduct that would

‘encourage’ consumers to switch to My.T, which would be reflected in terms of disincentives,

inducements and artificial hurdles.

7.29 This evidence was backed by further direct evidence available in the form of

submissions either received in the form of consumer complaints at inquiry stage or received in

response to the invitation by the CCM in September 2011, to provide information or comment

on the public version of the SOI. The CCM received a few such submissions from the public

which showed that customers were unwilling to switch or in other words, that, if given the

choice, customers would choose to buy broadband internet access and pay-TV separately.

7.30 [] 165

7.31 [] 166

7.32 [] 167

7.33 The CCM was of the view that clear evidence of the distinctness between the two

products (retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access) was demonstrated by the

presence of four long-established local firms (MC Vision, Parabole Maurice, LSS and DSTV)

specializing in the provision of pay-TV products. The CCM gathered that this strongly indicated

the presence of demand for stand-alone pay-TV offers, which in turn made the two

mentioned markets distinct.

7.34 Additional evidence was gathered by the CCM, in terms of the breakdown of the

number of subscribers on both MT’s Home ADSL and its My.T offers. The CCM namely looked

at changes in those numbers over given yearly intervals from December 2008 to December

2011, since Core TV was introduced in March 2009.

164
See Filenote of meeting with MT, dated 16th June 2011

165
See Email submission from member of public, dated 25th October 2011

166
See Email submission from member of public, dated 3rd November 2011

167
See written submission from member of public, dated 3rd November 2011
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Figure 5: Progression in number of subscribers on My.T and Home ADSL for period 2008-2011168

[]

7.35 For the period from 2008 to 2011, the CCM observed that total growth for the Home

ADSL subscriber base was of 353% [] while the overall growth for the My.T subscriber base

was of 95% []. The CCM understood, from the positive relation existing between the two

progression curves that, as indicated by MT and consumer complaints presented above, there

existed distinct demand for stand-alone retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access

(in the form of Home ADSL here) and pay-TV offers (as tied in the My.T offer here).

7.36 More specifically, the CCM gathered that in the 2008 – 2009 interval, particularly high

growth rates were observed in the number of subscribers both for Home ADSL 512K and for

My.T 512K + TV. During the interval, MT upgraded its Home ADSL 128K (Unlimited) offer to its

users, by offering a fourfold increase in bandwidth, so that the latter users would then have

benefited from a Home ADSL 512K (Unlimited) offer. This resulted in a shift of approximately

[] users. However, the number of subscribers on the latter offer as at December 2009 was

of [], which indicated that MT had sold at least [] new subscriptions, or a growth of

approximately 105%. In comparison, the number of subscribers on the new My.T 512K offer of

MT sold a total number of [] subscriptions in its first year of existence.

7.37 Looking at the 2010 – 2011 interval, the CCM gathered that while the number of

subscribers for My.T 1M + TV grew by approximately 62% [], the number of subscribers for

Home ADSL 1M grew by 122% [].

7.38 Looking at these figures, the CCM understood that in both intervals quoted above,

demand for both My.T and Home ADSL existed, for comparable bandwidth levels, indicating a

degree of distinctness between the two offers, with regard to pay-TV. This view is reinforced

by the fact that following its commercial re-introduction in response to this Investigation,

Home ADSL 1M experienced unprecendented growth rates in terms of its number of

subscribers, indicating that distinct demand exists (and may have been constrained in the

interval where Home ADSL 1M was removed from the commercial domain) for standalone

retail residential fixed-line high-speed broadband internet access, as distinguished from My.T.

These results were in line with customer statements, referred to earlier, regarding the

desirability of stand-alone high speed broadband internet access.

7.39 After establishing that My.T Surf, as a component of My.T and Telecom Plus’ Home

ADSL, fall within the market for the provision of retail residential fixed-line broadband internet

access products, in which MT, as has been established in the market definition section, was in

a monopoly position, and after concluding, in consideration of the arguments laid out in this

168
Data submitted by ICTA, dated 20

th
April 2012
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section, that My.T Surf and Home ADSL are distinct from the pay-TV product (Core TV) being

offered in all current My.T offers, the CCM concluded that MT would effectively be tying the

mentioned products, given specific circumstances. In this context, the following section will

assess these circumstances, the extent to which tying is being applied and the extent to which

subscribers are being coerced into purchasing both the tying and tied products.

MT’s strategy behind its December 2010 bandwidth doubling and price revision exercise

7.40 Following on the evidence from customer statements above, this section expands on

the issue of coercive mechanisms which may have been applied on subscribers with a view to

forcing them to switch to subscribing to both the tying and tied products.

7.41 The CCM tested for coercive mechanisms from various perspectives:

i) Whether MT refused to sell the tying product (referring here to retail residential fixed-line

broadband internet access product of comparable quality of service to that offered under

My.T Surf) without the tied one. Unavailability or termination of previous commercial offers

of the tying product on a stand-alone basis would constitute refusal here.

ii) Whether pricing incentives or disincentives were used, which were compelling to the extent

that rational customers would purchase the tying and tied products together.

iii) Whether pressure was exerted on consumers, through favorable treatment, to purchase the

tying and tied products together or whether it was exerted through strong disincentives not

to purchase Home ADSL only from MT rather than the tied and tying products together.

Targeted advertsing or waiving of previously imposed fees would, for example, constitute

pressure here.

Testing for coercive mechanisms

7.42 As quoted earlier, MT stated that “It [was it’s] strategy not to give [Home] ADSL 1M to

its new subscribers. [MT] discontinued this offer of [Home] ADSL 1M and [had] encouraged

[subscribers] to move to My.T 1 M + TV as the [Home] ADSL 1M [was now] more expensive.

Subscribers [were] encouraged to move to My.T 1M + TV, namely subscribers of My.T 512K

without [Core] TV [were] encouraged to migrate to My.T 1M + TV with 30 channels. The aim

[was] to get the most subscribers on the My.T 1M + TV. Mr. (…) added that ideally they

want[ed] consumers to pay Rs 150 more and get a better service.169”

7.43 In examining this statement, the CCM distinguished three points directly related to

conduct amounting to forcing customers:

169
See Filenote of meeting with MT, dated 16th June 2011
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a) First, MT admitted that it was part of its business strategy to discontinue its Home ADSL 1M

commercial offer so that it would no longer be available to prospective subscribers, thereby

creating an artificial hurdle. MT went as far as admitting that this artificial hurdle was placed

with a view to shifting prospective demand for Home ADSL 1M towards My.T 1M + TV.

b) Second, MT stated that keeping the price of Home ADSL 1M, for existing subscribers, at Rs

1,354 while the price for My.T 1M + TV was aligned at Rs 999, following the December 2010

price changes and bandwidth doubling exercise, was a deliberate strategy. The strategy was

to induce exisiting subscribers of Home ADSL 1M to opt out of their current subscription, to

then subscribe to My.T 1M + TV which was now much cheaper.

c) Finally, MT admitted that it wanted existing subscribers of My.T 512K who had either

chosen not to opt for Core TV or who were not eligible for same, to “pay [] more and get

a better service.” This part of its strategy was achieved by imposing disincentives on the said

subscribers, in that they would neither benefit from bandwidth doubling nor from price

reductions. The objective was, as stated, to get existing subscribers to pay for the

approximate [] monthly price difference and move to My.T 1M + TV.

7.44 The following sections probe in more depth into those elements of MT’s business

strategy.

Existing Subscribers as at 1st December 2010

7.45 As at November 2010, existing subscribers of My.T 512K who had either chosen not to

take the pay-TV offer of MT or who were not technically eligible for same were benefiting

from broadband internet access at the rate of Rs 848 per month (VAT Inclusive). In December

2010, a price revision and doubling of bandwidth exercise was carried out by MT. Following

this exercise, the said My.T 512K subscribers witnessed that they had neither benefited from a

doubling of bandwidth nor from a price reduction, and for this reason, felt that they were

being coerced into swithching to other MT offers.

7.46 The CCM understood that they were faced with two options from a consumer point of

view. The first option was to switch to Telecom Plus Home ADSL 512K offer, at a rate of Rs 759

per month (VAT Inclusive), which represented a monthly subscription rate saving of Rs 89. The

second option was to switch to My.T 1M + TV, which represented an additional monthly

subscription rate expenditure of Rs 151. The first option would be prima facie, the most

sensible choice, since the customer would still benefit from the same bandwidth.

7.47 The CCM probed further and looked at other costs that the customer might face in

switching to the first option and gathered that a one-off ‘line conversion fee’ of Rs 1000 was

applicable. Another potential cost would be that the customer, on cancelling his subscription,

would no longer benefit from the wireless broadband router of the My.T offer and would
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potentially have to acquire one in order to achieve a comparable wireless broadband

experience.

7.48 The CCM then looked at the costs faced by the customer in moving to the second option

and gathered that the only cost would be an additional monthly rate expenditure of Rs 151.

Moreover, the cancelling procedure involved in switching to the first option, required that the

customer went to an MT outlet in order to sign a subscription cancellation form in a first

instance before applying once more for Telecom Plus’ Home ADSL offer, while subscribing for

the second option only required a phone call on the toll-free My.T Hotline.

7.49 Given the above circumstances, on comparison, the CCM concluded that the second

option would actually be the most rational option from a consumer point of view,

representing an immediate expenditure of [] compared to [] in switching to the first

option, and a much higher level of convenience as far as procedures were concerned.

7.50 Moreover, subscribers with more inelastic demand regarding wireless broadband

experience, would also have been faced with the additional cost of acquiring a new wireless

broadband router. The added cost represented by the ‘line conversion fee’ and the differing

level of convenience in terms of procedures involved would effectively be coercing the

customer into purchasing both the tying and tied products. This coercive mechanism would

indeed reflect MT’s strategy as stated at point ‘c’ above.

7.51 As at November 2010, existing subscribers of Telecom Plus’ Home ADSL 1M offer were

benefiting from broadband internet access at the rate of Rs 1,354 per month (VAT Inclusive).

As from December 2010, these existing subscribers found that My.T 1M + TV, which was

previously more expensive than their current subscription, priced at Rs 1,699 per month (VAT

Inclusive), was now being proposed at the rate of Rs 999 per month (VAT Inclusive), which

represented a potential monthly subscription rate saving of Rs 355.

7.52 The CCM probed further and looked at costs that the customer might face in switching

to My.T 1M + TV, gathering that no cancellation fees were applicable while a line conversion

fee and installation costs of Rs 2000 were applicable (which the CCM understands were

waived through a promotional offer of a duration of 3 months following the price revision

exercise). However, the CCM noted that new My.T subscribers were legally tied by a minimum

contractual period of 12 months upon subscription, with remaining monthly subscriptions

payable in case of premature cancellation.

7.53 The CCM therefore concluded that through the combined effect of the potential

monthly subscription rate saving of Rs 355, the minimum contractual period of 12 months

associated with a new My.T subscription and the waiving of one-off fees, MT was effectively

coercing the customer into subscribing to its My.T 1M + TV offer. Again, this coercive

mechanism would indeed reflect MT’s strategy as stated at point ‘b’ above.
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7.54 Referring to the second perspective from which the CCM tested for coercive

mechanisms, since customers for Home ADSL 1M or My.T 512K offers were faced with both

strong pricing incentives and disincentives, the specific behaviour under focus in this section

would be tying, rather than an inducement in favour of a bundled product. The line drawn by

the CCM in its conclusion here would be based on the sheer strength of the pricing incentives

and disincentives faced by the mentioned customers.

Existing Subscribers as at 1st December 2011

7.55 The CCM understood that as from 1st December 2011, the tariff for Telecom Plus’ Home

ADSL 512K offer was further reduced from Rs 759 to Rs 699 per month (VAT Inclusive), which

would now represent a monthly subscription rate saving of Rs 149 for My.T 512K subscribers.

The CCM further gathered that as from 1st December 2011, My.T 512K subscibers who would

have contemplated switching to My.T 1M + TV would have been faced, following a price

reduction in the latter offer from Rs 999 to Rs 949 per month (VAT Inclusive), with a potential

additional monthly rate expenditure of Rs 101, compared to the prior Rs 151. The CCM finally

identified a third possible scenario where My.T 512K subscribers could now contemplate

switching to the reintroduced Home ADSL 1M priced at Rs 799 per month (VAT Inclusive),

representing a monthly subscription rate saving of Rs 49 for My.T 512K subscribers.

7.56 On comparison (prior to publication of the Provisional Report), the CCM concluded that

the second option would still be the most rational option from a consumer point of view,

representing an immediate expenditure of Rs 101 compared to Rs 851 (Rs 1000 less Rs 149)

and Rs 951 (Rs 1000 less Rs 49) in switching to the first option and third options respectively,

and an unchanged higher level of convenience as far as procedures were concerned.

Consumers with more inelastic demand with regard to wireless broadband experience, would

still have been faced with the additional cost of acquiring a new wireless broadband router

and the added cost represented by the ‘line conversion fee’ and the differing level of

convenience in terms of procedures involved would have still been effectively coercing the

customer into purchasing both the tying and tied products. It is very important to note that

following the communication of the Provisional Report to MT, the CCM reviewed its analysis

here and considering the combined effect of the introduction of a wireless broadband router

offer for Home ADSL subscribers and the promotional waiving of line conversion fees for a

period of 3 months, this conclusion no longer stood, so that MT was deemed to be no longer

coercing My.T 512K subscribers.

7.57 The CCM understood that, from 2nd November 2011, the tariff for Telecom Plus’ Home

ADSL 1M offer was reduced from Rs 1,354 to Rs 899 per month (VAT Inclusive), which

represented a potential additional monthly rate expenditure of Rs 100, in switching to the

My.T 1M + TV offer, still priced at Rs 999 per month (VAT Inclusive).

7.58 On 1st December 2011, the tariff was brought further down from Rs 899 to Rs 799 per

month (VAT Inclusive). The potential additional monthly rate expenditure would now be of Rs
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150, in switching to the My.T 1M + TV offer, which was now priced at Rs 949 per month (VAT

Inclusive). Subscription cancellation fees were still not applicable while a line conversion fee

and installation costs of Rs 2000 were applicable, with no evidence of those being waved

through promotional offers.

7.59 The CCM therefore concluded that through the combined effect of the potential

additional monthly rate expenditure of Rs 150 and the levy of one-off fees amounting to Rs

2,000, the immediate expenditure now faced by a Home ADSL 1M subscriber who would

switch to My.T 1M + TV, would be of Rs 2,150, therefore levying any concern of coercive

mechanisms being applied.

New Subscribers as at 1st December 2010

7.60 The main concern of the CCM, stated at the beginning of this chapter, was that MT

might have been abusing its potential monopoly power in the provision of high bandwidth

broadband internet access in order to induce consumers into subscribing for its My.T offer,

with a view to gaining market share in the markets thus tied in the offer, namely the ILD and

the pay-TV market.

7.61 Considering the fact that MT is in a monopoly situation pertaining to the provision of

retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access products, the CCM was of the view that

any new subscribers seeking for such products and interested in getting broadband internet

access at relatively high bandwidth rates (as from 1 MBps), would as at December 2010, have

been faced with the sole option of subscribing to My.T offers.

7.62 As stated by MT at point ‘a’ above, it was the firm’s strategy to discontinue commercial

offer of Home ADSL 1M in order to shift demand from prospective new subscibers to My.T 1M

+ TV, a situation which existed until 1st December 2011. The absence of commercial offers for

Home ADSL 2M and Home ADSL 4M prior to that date would also have indicated that MT’s

strategy extended to the latter two offers.

7.63 The CCM was strongly of the view that the facts laid out above, in the light of the

arguments and statements presented in the previous section pertaining to the distinctness,

from the point of view of consumers and from that of MT itself, would have amounted to

tying of broadband internet access to pay-TV, from MT, in that the customer would thus have

been coerced into purchasing both the tying and tied products together.

New Subscribers as at 1st December 2011

7.64 Following MT’s reintroduction of Home ADSL 1M in October 2011, the CCM gathered170

that the number of subscribers for the offer grew by an unprecendented rate of 122% [] in

170
Data obtained from ICTA, dated 20

th
April 2012
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less than 1 month (data obtained dated 31st December 2011). This high growth rate was

conducive to establishing that demand for stand-alone high speed retail residential fixed-line

broadband internet access existed and that it had potentially been shifted towards My.T

offers.

7.65 Moreover, the CCM noted that following their commercial introduction in December

2011, Home ADSL 2M and 4M offers have not shown any growth within their first month of

existence. The CCM gathered that the sheer novelty of the offers coupled to typically rigid

early customer adoption curves in ICT markets in developing countries, may explain the

absence of growth behind the offers within the 1 month period. The CCM was satisfied that

this commercial move now solved any concern that it had previously had regarding the

issue171.

7.66 After having first established MT’s monopoly situation in the market for the provision of

retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access, through its My.T and Home ADSL offers

and having demonstrated that the said offers were both distinct products and were found in

distinct markets, the CCM was of the view that the different categories of subscribers and

potential subscribers mentioned in this section, were either coerced into purchasing both the

tying and tied products, or were coerced into bundled offers, by MT, in that they were

coerced to subscribed to My.T offers, for the various above-mentioned reasons.

7.67 The next section will assess the effects of this tying and bundling by MT, in the tied

market, namely the pay-TV market.

Horizontal Leveraging of market power

7.68 MT had been leveraging its market power from the market for the supply of retail

residential fixed-line broadband internet access product in the market for the retail supply of

pay-TV. As assessed in the previous section, subscribers from existing My.T 512K packages (as

at 1 December 2010 and as at 1 December 2011) as well as existing Home ADSL 1M

subscribers (as at 1 December 2011) may have been coerced into subscribing to My.T 1M +TV

packages.

7.69 MT172 stated that “subscribers [were] encouraged to migrate to My.T 1M+TV with 30

channels and that the aim [was] to get most subscribers on the My.T 1M+TV”. This was part of

MT’s strategy. MT also admitted that “if [it] was allowed to offer crowd-pulling channels, [it]

would offer them”. This would only have been possible however by building [its] customer

base and reach up to [] subscribers and thereby “convince the TV channels right holders”. It

was also stated by MT that “content rights have to be bought and the more subscribers there

are, the more they can recoup [its] costs”.

171
As outlined at Paragraph 7.6 of this Report

172
See filenote of meeting with MT conducted on the 16

th
June 2011
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7.70 In addition, MT173 also said that “[it] had tried to find appropriate business models for its

pay-TV business and discussions in that respect with pay-TV operators such as DSTV, Parabole

and MC Vision were conducted.

7.71 Based on the above evidence, the CCM believed that MT’s strategy was to enter the

pay-TV market by firstly getting as many subscribers as it could to enable it to gain access to

content rights and thus securing premium content on their My.T pay-TV bouquets. Another

factor which was taken into consideration was the fact that set-top boxes which are provided

(together with the livebox) and installed by MT in the set-up of any My.T offer (including My.T

512K) may have been used as a tool to entice customers to subscribe to My.T’s channels and

Bollywood Bouquet. In light of the submissions received from customers (Refer to previous

subsection), the CCM believed that this may have been one of the means used by MT to

leverage its market power from the retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access

product market into the defined pay-TV markets.

7.72 As referred to in the Legal Background, the effects of horizontal leveraging are often not

found in only one market segment but rather in a variety of inter-linked segments. Referring

to the Legal Background section where foreclosure is discussed, foreclosure does not

necessarily imply that rivals are forced to exit the market. It is sufficient that the rivals be

disadvantaged. However, the degree of dominance is a relevant factor in the assessment of

anti-competitive foreclosure. The next section will discuss the CCM’s analysis of any

foreclosure effect that may have occurred in the defined pay-TV market, based on data

obtained from parties’ as well as evidence gathered during the course of its investigation.

Assessment of market shares

7.73 The CCM had gathered information on market reaction and market shares of other pay-

TV competitors with respect to My.T pay-TV channels (both Core TV and Bollywood Bouquet).

Referring to the Market definition section for pay-TV, the CCM has defined two separate

markets for pay-TV. Those two markets are:

1. The market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius;

2. The market for the retail supply of Premium content pay-TV in Mauritius.

7.74 Based on submissions received from MT and auxiliary parties174 such as other pay-TV

operators, the CCM conducted an analysis to test if MT was able to exercise its market power

in markets defined above with the effect of distorting competition in the said markets.

173
See filenote of meeting with MT conducted on the 16

th
June 2011

174
Information submitted by [] and [], dated the 14

th
and the 13

th
February 2012 in response to IROs.
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Market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius

7.75 Referring to Table 2 in the Market Definition for pay-TV section, MT has [%] of this

market, whilst MC Vision has [%] of market share. MT might thus have, through My.T,

grown its market share by leveraging its market power from the retail residential fixed-line

broadband internet access in the market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius and

thereby building its subscriber base. While it has been demonstrated that MT’s strategy had a

strong distorting effect in the market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius at least for

the period from December 2010 to October 2011, the CCM was of the view that in the

medium to long run, MT’s strategy could also have had a strong distorting effect on

competition in the neighbouring market for the retail supply of Premium content pay-TV in

Mauritius.

7.76 Based on figures obtained from the ICTA and referring to Table 2 from the Market

Definition section for pay-TV, the CCM was of the view that some pay-TV operators felt

constrained by My.T which had grown at a pace of 62% over the past year, reaching a total

number of IPTV subscribers of [] subscribers for its Core TV. In addition,the CCM had also

observed that following the entry of My.T Core TV, pay-TV operators had introduced bouquets

which include basic content and FTA. Such bouquets are often termed as “Access” bouquets.

MC Vision introduced as from December 2011, a bouquet called “Access”, while Parabole had

introduced its “Bouquet Bazic” as from September 2010175. This showed that My.T Core TV

bouquets, which were possibly sold at below-cost prices for a substantial period, exercised a

competitive constraint on the other pay-TV operators. The market shares of My.T as well as

other pay-TV operators are illustrated in the following figure.

Figure 6: Market share for the different pay-TV operators in the market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius.

[]

7.77 Figure 6 clearly shows that although MC Vision was the market leader in that market,

My.T was also gaining market share with [] subscribers as at December 2011 and Parabole

has [] subscribers showing that My.T was progressing at a rapid pace in this market. Such a

rapid progression might have been taking place at the detriment of other pay-TV operators

and due to possible extended below-cost pricing.

Market for the retail supply of Premium content pay-TV in Mauritius

7.78 Figure 7 illustrates the market shares for pay-TV operators in the above-mentioned

market.

175
Submissions to the IRO received from [] dated the 13

th
of February 2012 and [], dated the 14

th
February

2012.
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7.79 From Figure 7, in 2010, there were [] more subscribers for My.T Bollywood Bouquet

(launched before Parabole Maurice’s Jollygood Bouquet) compared to Parabole Maurice’s

Jollygood Bouquet (Parabole Maurice’s Bollywood bouquet). In 2011, My.T Bollywood Bouquet

had [] more subscribers than Parabole Maurice’s Jollygood Bouquet. The number of

subscribers for Parabole Maurice’s Jollygood Bouquet was less than the number of subscribers

of MC Vision’s Bollywood bouquet although the growth rate for My.T’s Bollywood Bouquet

has been constant from 2010 to 2011. [] stated that it was increasingly difficult to

counteract My.T’s growth as the pay-TV market is dwindling and more and more customers

were buying higher end pay-TV bouquets offering more options. [] added that it was finding

it difficult to sell Bollywood bouquets due to the competition from My.T and as illustrated by

the higher number of subscribers on the latter offer176.

Figure 7: Progression in number of pay-TV subscribers in market for retail supply of Premium content pay-TV in

Mauritius for period 2007-2011177

[]

Conclusion

7.80 The CCM had thus concluded that MT had been leveraging its market power from the

market for the supply of retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access product to gain

substantial market share in the market for the retail supply of pay-TV in Mauritius.

7.81 The growth of My.T in the market for retail supply of pay-TV had however led other pay-

TV operators to introduce basic content to compete with My.T. The CCM believes that this

was beneficial for those consumers who had wished to be provided with basic content and

FTA pay-TV at a competitive price from other pay-TV operators.

7.82 However, in the long run, the CCM is of the opinion that there could have been

foreclosure in the pay-TV market such that some competitors could have been forced to exit

from the market. Restriction of competition could have lead to higher unit costs for pay-TV

operators and consumers could eventually have been charged with higher prices due to a loss

in efficient competition. Such foreclosure could have constituted an abuse of MT’s monopoly

position in the retail residential fixed line broadband internet access product market. Other

service providers could have been unable to provide substitute bundles (as argued by ISPs in

the market definition section) and could thus have been disadvantaged as a result of

monopoly leveraging. In the short term, consumers who wanted a basic retail residential

fixed-line broadband internet access product that would exclude pay-TV and consequently be

cheaper were disadvantaged by the leveraging, paying a higher price for the stand-alone

product.

176
Filenote of meeting conducted with [] dated the 24

th
November 2011.

177
Data submitted by [], [] and [] in response to IROs (Colour theme removed for excision purposes).
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7.83 In light of the corrective measures implemented and undertakings submitted by MT,

where MT has undertook to replicate My.T offers on a stand-alone fixed line broadband

internet access basis and to maintain a sutiable minimum quality of service, and based on the

implementation of such remedy since December 2011 by MT (as shown in Table 5),the CCM is

of the opinion that tying and horizontal leveraging is no longer a concern for this Investigation.

Exclusionary abuse – Below-cost pricing

Home ADSL 1M pricing

7.84 Following its assessment of coercive mechanisms as used by MT and as described in the

previous section of this Report entitled ‘Testing for coercive mechanisms,’ the CCM

investigated whether the My.T offer of MT could potentially be anticompetitive as a tied or

bundled offer.

7.85 In that previous section, the CCM looked at coercion from various perspectives as laid

out at paragraph 7.41 of this Report. In particular the CCM looked at the pricing practice of MT

and the extent to which it was reflected as pricing incentives or disincentives from the point of

view of customers. The CCM found that for one defined category of users, namely existing

subscribers of Home ADSL 1M as at 1st December 2010, MT’s pricing practice was reflected in

terms of very strong pricing incentives and disincentives (as illustrated in the following table).

Table 4: Summary of CCM’s conclusions on monthly rate expenditure/saving faced by customers
178

Existing subscribers contemplating switching to My.T 1M + TV

Offer (Rupees) Nov 2010 Dec 2010 Oct 2011 Dec 2011

ADSL 1M 1354 unavailable 899 799

My.T 1M 1699 999 999 949

Monthly rate

expenditure/saving

Expenditure: Rs

345

Saving: Rs 355 Expenditure:

Rs 100

Expenditure:

Rs 150

7.86 The CCM was particularly concerned with MT’s pricing from the point of view of the

Home ADSL 1M subscribers which in effect led to a situation where Home ADSL 1M

subscribers contemplating to switch from a stand-alone offer of broadband internet access to

178
Please refer to the previous section of this Report for in-depth analysis regarding conclusions summarized in

this table.
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My.T 1M + TV, a bundled offer with additional services over and above broadband internet

access, the most prominent of which being the Core TV service, might have benefitted from a

monthly rate saving of Rs 355.

7.87 The CCM’s concern surrounding costs had already been expressed at the SoI stage

where it had been stated that MT could have been engaged in below-cost pricing in the

provision of its My.T pay-TV channels. In particular, the CCM was concerned that My.T pay-TV

channels were possibly being offered at a below-cost price as compared to other pay-TV

operators. These concerns were expressed by other pay-TV competitors in the course of this

Investigation, who alleged that MT could have been cross-subsidizing its pay-TV channels

offered in My.T, through the sales of broadband internet access.

7.88 The CCM has gathered that the costs for providing pay-TV channels are substantial.

Costs which are incurred for satellite pay-TV operators are illustrated in Table 1 in the prior

‘Pay-TV’ section. Data was also obtained from MT in that respect and the CCM has calculated

the total costs of providing My.T channels to be of at least Rs 131/month (the ‘Core TV cost’)

excluding VAT.

Costing issues and assumptions made

7.89 The CCM made its cost estimate by obtaining information from MT on the cost per pay-

TV channel. This cost was added across all channels to come up with the estimate of []. In

calculating MT’s costs of providing My.T channels, the CCM has made a number of

assumptions.

7.90 The CCM assumed that the costs provided by MT for the provision of its pay-TV channels

were correct. The CCM was aware that many previously state-owned telecommunications

operators worldwide do not keep records of their costing information or any schedule of

costs.

7.91 The CCM also assumed that the costs of providing broadband internet access for Home

ADSL 1M were similar to those incurred by MT in offering My.T.

7.92 MT being the only provider of IPTV in the country, the CCM finally assumed that MT’s

cost structure for pay-TV could differ from those of satellite pay-TV operators, due to the

difference in underlying technologies used.

Below-cost pricing

7.93 Below-cost pricing may eventually lead to a form of exclusionary abuse, namely

predatory pricing, in which an enterprise with monopoly power lowers its price in the short

run so as to enable it to force competitors out of the market, in order to raise prices, reduce

quality or restrict choices) in the subsequent period in which competition is weakened or

eliminated.
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7.94 A cross-subsidy occurs where a company uses profits generated from one area of

activity to finance activities in another area of its activity. Cross-subsidization may be anti-

competitive when a firm with market power prices products and services in less competitive

markets at a higher price so that it can charge lower prices for products and services sold into

more competitive markets.

7.95 Cross-subsidy from the profitable market may be used to fund the losses made in the

market where predatory pricing may be taking place. Cross -subsidization may occur through a

strategic allocation of costs. Cross-subsidization could in itself then lead to predatory pricing,

which could, in the long run, lead to the exit of competitors from the market.

7.96 MT has argued that it was not pricing its pay-TV channels in My.T below cost. Moreover,

it has submitted that operators which are offering more than one telecom service to a

household will face lower billing costs, platform costs as well as marginal costs (due to the

high fixed costs incurred in the investment of an IP Core network) .

7.97 In looking at whether the pricing strategy of MT appeared unprofitable in the short

term, the CCM looked at the prices for Home ADSL 1M and My.T 1M+TV over the period from

December 2010 to December 2011. In particular, the CCM looked at the monthly rate

expense/saving a rational subscriber on each of the mentioned offers would face in switching

to My.T 1M + TV, pitching this figure against the minimum incremental Rs 131 monthly cost of

providing My.T channels.

7.98 The CCM looked at Home ADSL 1M subscribers, for the interval between December

2010 to December 2011. The CCM found that the subscriber would be faced with a monthly

saving of Rs 355, in switching to My.T 1M + TV. The CCM was wary of this fact since the Core

TV cost which was included in the price for My.T 1M + TV would also have to be added on this

figure in determining the exact benefit derived by subscribers in switching between offers.

This might have amounted to a total monthly consumer benefit of Rs 490 or a value of 36%

based on the initial subscription rate for Home ADSL 1M (Rs 1354 per month). The CCM had

concluded that this was prima facie evidence of an unprofitable pricing strategy, considering

the fact that MT was pricing its My.T 1M + TV offer (comprising of a variety of added services

compared to Home ADSL) at a 36% lower price than its stand-alone Home ADSL 1M offer.

7.99 However, in light of the prices for the Home ADSL 1M and the My.T 1M +TV offers

applicable for the period of October 2011 to December 2011, the CCM found that there were

monthly expenses of Rs 100 for October 2011 and Rs 150 for December 2011. This implied

that with the re-introduction of the Home ADSL 1M offer in October 2011 and the subsequent

decrease in prices of Home ADSL 1M in December 2011, where a price differential of Rs 150

was observed between the Home ADSL 1M and My.T 1M + TV offers, there were no longer

concerns of below-cost pricing as this price differential reflected the cost estimate for the TV

channels in My.T which was estimated to be around Rs 131 (VAT exclusive) per month.
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Conclusion

7.100 In light of the corrective measures implemented and undertakings submitted by MT,

where MT has undertook to maintain a price differential of at least Rs 150 (VAT Inclusive)

between the Home ADSL 1M and the My.T 1M + TV offers, and based on the implementation

of such remedy since December 2011 by MT (as shown in Table 5), the CCM is of the opinion

that below-cost pricing is no longer a concern for this Investigation.

Future Developments

7.101 In the future, the markets discussed will be subject to flux, as a number of new

initiatives are under development, namely projects by Bharat Telecom Ltd, Belgacom

International Carrier Services (Mauritius) Ltd and Emtel Ltd, as described below.

A. Bharat Telecom Ltd

7.102 Bharat Telecom Ltd (‘BTL’) was incorporated in Mauritius as a private company limited

by shares on 19th August 2010 with registered office address in Ebene. The Company was

converted into a public company by its shareholders on 17th April 2012. Since the date of

incorporation, the Company is in the process of installing its Optical Fibre Cable network (its

‘OFC network’) and intends to commence commercial activities by 1st October 2012.

7.103 BTL has since its conversion into a public company re-affirmed its commitment to enter

the Mauritian market and has gained admission on the Development and Enterprise Market

(the ‘DEM’) of the Stock Exchange of Mauritius (the ‘SEMDEX’), starting trade on 11th July

2012. In order to assess the future entry of BTL into the Mauritian market and with due

caution as to sources of information relied upon in this quest, the CCM has obtained

information mainly from the mandatory admission document (except where otherwise

stated) required for consideration of listing with the Central Depository & Settlement Ltd. (the

‘CDS’), deeming that admission to this market which is granted only after stringent

requirements are met, would indeed indicate that the admission document would constitute a

reliable source of information.

A.1 ICTA Licences

7.104 BTL has already obtained the following Licenses from the ICTA in pursuance of its

intended project:

a. C.08 Licence – Internet Service Provider Licence,

b. D Licence – Value Added Services Licence and

c. B.01 Licence – Networking Services Provider (National) Licence.
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A.2 BTL’s Project

7.105 BTL is engaged in the project of establishing a vertically integrated FTTH network (the

‘FTTH project’) in Mauritius and deliver triple play services on digital platforms. It will also act

as a backbone for other service providers to carry their data and signals.

7.106 BTL’s triple play services comprise following segments:

• Information – High Speed Broadband Internet Access

• Communication – Voice and Video solutions

• Entertainment – IPTV

7.107 The FTTH project with IPTV, Broadband envisages providing Digital Transmission

Platform in the Republic of Mauritius, capable of providing significantly expanded quality

services at competitive prices.

A.3 BTL’s last mile access

7.108 The FTTH project envisages establishing a vast Optic Fibre Network. It is estimated that

in the first phase 7,000 kms of OFC will be laid (both underground and aerial) and 50,000 end

points will be FTTH enabled. The underground cabling will be done by the latest trenchless

technology called HDD (Horizontal Directional Drilling) for the first time in Mauritius. The

aerial cable will be tied on electric poles of the CEB based on a revenue sharing relationship

with BTL. The network will also carry large amount of data and signals for other service

providers.

7.109 BTL has entered into an agreement for infrastructure leasing with the CEB whereby the

CEB has agreed to grant permission to BTL for a period of 15 years to provide access, to

delimited areas not exceeding 10 metre square of major substations and to grant permission

to use the electricity poles for laying of optical fibre cables in Mauritius. BTL will use electric

poles and non-prohibitory space in sub-stations of the CEB in places indicated by the CEB for

pole, attachments or all such equipment as may be required and necessary for the purpose of

information communication technology business. BTL shall take an insurance to cover its

equipment as the CEB shall not be liable in any manner whatsoever should any accident occur

regarding the said equipment.

7.110 BTL shall collect an access fee from the subscriber to be paid to the CEB which shall be

Rs. 15 (VAT exclusive) per subscriber connection per month. However there will be a

moratorium period of 6 months whereby the access fee shall be Rs. 5 (VAT exclusive) per

subscriber connection per month.
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7.111 The CCM is of the view that the combination of these two methods of distribution (HDD

and revenue sharing model with CEB for pole utilization) may enable BTL to develop an

alternative method of establishing its own last-mile, making it independent of access to the

incumbent operator’s last-mile, which as stated in the market definition chapter of this report

is the main hurdle from a supply side substitution point of view for fixed-line broadband

internet access. The full breadth of the network and its ultimate business success remains to

be seen.

A.4 BTL’s pricing

7.112 Regarding pricing, BTL has so far announced that it intends to offer a baseline offer

which would comprise of a 2 Mbps broadband internet access offer and of 40 TV channels for

a price of Rs 280 per month. TeleGeography , a leading telecommunications market research

and consulting firm, also reports that BTL “intends to offer a 2Mbps connection with 40 TV

channels for USD10 per month, rising to USD200 a month for a premium content package

[while the] average price is expected to be USD20 per month” .

7.113 Overall, BTL believes that its pricing for its triple play or individual service will be very

competitive compared to prevalent rates and it intends to follow a cost leadership strategy. It

states that its dual strategy of unique product and quality at affordable price will lead to rapid

market penetration.

A.5 BTL’s projected subscriber acquisition
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B. Belgacom International Carrier Services (BICS) Ltd

7.114 Belgacom International Carrier Services (BICS) Ltd is part of the Belgacom Group which

has grouped its international carrier activities under its subsidiary. BICS is a joint venture

between Belgacom, Swisscom and MTN and has recently launched its next generation

networks. Belgacom International Carrier Services (Mauritius) Ltd applied for a Networking

Services Provider (International) license to the ICTA in April 2012. The ICTA has already

confirmed that it has granted same.

7.115 The Belgacom Group is the largest Telecommunications Company in Belgium and has

headquarters in Brussels. It is Belgium’s main single provider of integrated telecom services.

7.116 Belgacom International Carrier Services (Mauritius) may be able to provide international

bandwidth at competitive prices.

7.117 The CCM believes that, with the entry of Belgacom International Carrier Services

(Mauritius) Ltd in the market for the wholesale supply of international bandwidth, and as is

the case in more competitive markets, prices for international bandwidth will decrease

eventually and a better quality of service will be offered to both ISPs and businesses

purchasing international bandwidth connectivity.

C. Emtel Ltd

7.118 Emtel Ltd, the second biggest player in the Telecommunications industry in Mauritius,

has obtained a PSTN fixed license from the ICTA and has started its activities in the fixed line

market. Emtel Ltd has recently commercialized its ‘Home and Office’ service, providing users

with a fixed line service for both prepaid and postpaid usage.

7.119 In addition, Emtel Ltd is also commercializing its fixed wireless broadband services

targeted at home users, small and medium businesses or high internet users. In this respect,

there are numerous packages for fixed broadband which are being offered. The packages

targeted at home users are namely: ‘Classic Browsing’, ‘Night Rider’ and ‘Upload plan’ and are

offered at bandwidth speeds ranging from 512kbps to 2Mbps and will be priced within the

range of Rs 1,150 to Rs 3,800.

7.120 The entry of a new player in the market for the supply of retail residential fixed line

broadband will lead to a wider choice of broadband internet access products offered to

consumers and consequently, result in lower prices for consumers.

CCM’s view on future market developments

7.121 There are potentially substantial developments in the near future, the ultimate effects

of which are difficult to predict with clarity, due to inherent uncertainties relating to the start
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of new businesses. Such developments may significantly affect markets, spreading from the

medium to long term.
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Findings of CCM in the Provisional Report8.

8.1 The findings which follow were communicated to MT as provisional findings and as contained

in the Provisional Report dated 22nd May 2012. It is noteworthy that these findings have not

been progressed to being final in light of MT’s offer of undertakings and the ensuing

recommendation of the CCM in favour of the acceptance of the said undertakings, which is

the purpose of this Report. The following provisional findings remain to this extent, alleged

concerns which have arisen in the course of this Investigation.

8.2 The concerns of the CCM at the SoI stage were mostly on the potentially distorting effect on

competition in the pay-TV market, of MT’s possible leveraging of its market power in the

market for the supply of retail fixed-line residential broadband internet access products.

8.3 Following the information gathering stage and based on evidence from MT and auxiliary

parties to this Investigation, the CCM has, for the purpose of this Investigation, defined three

relevant markets for the provision of broadband internet access and for the provision of pay-

TV, with two in which MT has been found to be in a monopoly situation, as laid out in section

46(1)(a) of the Act.

8.4 Based on facts and following assessment, the CCM had concluded that MT had been engaging

in exclusionary conduct under section 46(2)(a) of the Act, to the extent that it had been

abusing its monopoly situation in tying products from the above-mentioned markets, for

defined categories of users, and making use of a horizontal leveraging of its market power in

the retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access market into the defined markets for

pay-TV, with both the object and effect of distorting competition in the defined pay-TV

markets. Such foreclosure had the object and effect of preventing, restricting or distorting

competition and constituted an exploitation of MT’s monopoly position in the retail

residential fixed-line broadband internet access product market. Other service providers could

have been unable to provide substitute bundles (as argued by ISPs in the market definition

section) and would thus have been disadvantaged as a result of monopoly leveraging. In the

short term, consumers who wanted a basic retail residential fixed-line broadband internet

access product that would exclude pay-TV and consequently be cheaper were disadvantaged

by the leveraging, paying a higher price for the stand-alone product.

The CCM had also concluded that MT could have been engaging in exclusionary conduct under

section 46(2)(a) of the Act, to the extent that it could have been abusing its monopoly

situation in pricing its Core TV offer at below-cost prices, with the object of restricting

competition in both the retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access and the defined

pay-TV markets. This below cost incremental price would have had the object or effect of

preventing, restricting or distorting competition and could have constituted an exploitation of

MT’s monopoly situation on provision of retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access

products.
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Undertakings offered by MT9.

9.1 On the 6th August 2012, MT offered undertakings, with respect to Rule 28 of the Rules of

Procedure (See Annex III for a full copy of the Undertakings as offered by MT), in relation to

the concerns which the CCM had raised during his investigation.

9.2 MT submitted comments on the Provisional Findings of the CCM and also offered

undertakings to the Commission. The comments were nonetheless considered as reflected in

this Report (the full submissions and comments from the CCM are at Annex II of this Report).

9.3 The main elements offered by MT in relation to the concerns raised by the CCM are as follows:

a) Replication of My.T offers

MT undertakes to replicate My.T offers on a stand-alone fixed line broadband internet

access basis.

b) Quality of service

MT undertakes to maintain the same quality of service and other related determining

aspects as are currently offered. These aspects include but are not limited to noise

margin, contention ratio and fair usage policies.

c) Price Differential

MT undertakes to provide stand-alone broadband ADSL offer based on the tariffs as

approved by the Sector Regulator with a price differential of at least Rs 150 representing

the rights’ acquisition fees of the core TV channels in the My.T bouquet.

d) Accounting exercise and reporting

i) MT undertakes to submit the costing elements for stand-alone ADSL broadband

offers in the same manner and form as provided for under the current

‘Guidelines for submission of Tariff applications for information and

communication services’ issued by the Information and Communication

Technologies Authority on the 15th May 2012.

ii) MT undertakes to report to the CCM any change in the TV channels of the core

TV bouquet of the My.T offer including content rights’ acquisition fees.

Assessment of the efficacy of the undertakings

9.4 This section assesses to what extent the undertakings offered by MT resolve the alleged

competition concerns that would have otherwise arisen.
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9.5 The concerns of the CCM formulated during the course of this Investigation are described

below, as well as arguments as to whether the undertakings offered by MT address those

concerns.

9.6 The undertakings are valid for a period of 3 years.

9.7 The CCM’s concerns was that MT was abusing its monopoly situation in tying products from

the market for the supply of retail fixed- line residential broadband internet access products,

for defined category of users, and making use of horizontal leveraging of its market power in

the retail residential fixed- line broadband internet access market into the defined market for

pay-TV. This had both the object and effect of distorting competition in the defined pay-TV

markets.

9.8 The effect of such horizontal leveraging was that (i) consumers who wanted a basic retail

residential fixed-line broadband internet access product that would have excluded pay-TV and

consequently have been cheaper were disadvantaged by the leveraging, paying a higher price

for the stand-alone product.

9.9 MT has addressed this concern through its Undertakings, namely in Section 9 (a) of the

undertakings, whereby MT undertakes to “ensure that all My.T offers are replicated on a

stand-alone fixed line broadband internet access basis”. In addition, in Section 9 (b) ,MT also

undertook to “maintain the same Quality of Service and other related determining aspects as

are currently offered. These aspects include but are not limited to noise margin, contention

ratio and fair usage policies”.

9.10 The CCM believes that MT offering, in parallel to its My.T offers, a range of stand-alone

products for retail residential fixed-line broadband internet access products (for example, its

existing range of Home ADSL products) will prevent any future exclusionary conduct (by tying

its products from the defined markets).

9.11 The CCM also thinks that the offer of such stand-alone retail residential fixed-line

broadband internet access products will provide consumers with more choice for their retail

residential fixed-line broadband internet access needs, at the condition that they are supplied

with appropriate qualitative aspects including, but not limited to, noise margin and contention

ratio and fair usage policies.

9.12 In Section 9 (c) of the undertakings, MT undertakes to “ provide stand-alone Broadband

ADSL offer based on the tariffs as approved by the Sector Regulator with a price differential of

at least Rs 150 representing the rights’ acquisition fees of the core TV channels in the My.T

bouquet. The CCM believes that through Section 9(c) , the concern linked to consumer’s

choice between My.T and ADSL offers is resolved. Consumers will no longer feel coerced into

subscribing for My.T packages when they only wish to be offered with the retail residential
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fixed-line broadband internet access products at a price which does not exceed that of the

My.T packages.

9.13 The CCM thus believes that, through the undertakings of Section 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c), this

concern linked to horizontal leveraging of MT’s monopoly power in the market for the supply

of retail fixed line residential broadband internet access products, has been resolved.

9.14 Another concern linked to the horizontal leveraging of MT’s monopoly power in the

market for the supply of fixed-line retail residential broadband internet access products was

that other service providers which could not have provided substitute bundles were

disadvantaged as a result of such monopoly leveraging.

9.15 In Section 9 (d) (i) and (ii) of the undertakings, MT undertakes “to submit the costing

elements for stand-alone ADSL broadband offers in the same manner and form as provided

for under the current ‘ Guidelines for submission of tariff applications for Information and

communication services’ issued by the Information and Communication Technologies

Authority on 15th May 2012”. MT also undertakes to “report to the CCM any change in the TV

channels of the core TV bouquet of the My.T offer including the content rights’ acquisition

fees”.

9.16 The CCM believes that such undertakings will allow for a close monitoring of MT’s costs

in the markets for the supply of retail fixed-line residential broadband internet access

products and in the defined markets for pay-TV and will ensure that any concerns linked to

potential foreclosure of other pay-TV operators or other service providers be resolved.

Conclusion

From the findings in relation to the likely relevant markets, and the undertakings provided by

MT, the CCM believes that the concerns that had been raised in the Provisional Report, have

been reasonably addressed and resolved.
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Conclusion – recommendation to Commission10.

10.1 The CCM is of the view that the affected markets are the markets for the supply of retail

residential fixed line broadband internet access and the market for the retail supply of pay-TV in

Mauritius.

10.2 Following the concerns raised by the CCM in the Provisional Report, MT offered

undertakings which, in the opinion of the CCM, fully address the concerns laid out in this Report.

10.3 Therefore, the CCM recommends that the Commission accept the undertakings.
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Next Steps11.

11.1 It is up to the Commissioners to come to a decision regarding the undertakings offered

by MT, after having taken cognizance of the Report of the CCM on the matter.

11.2 If the Commissioners reach the conclusion that the undertakings offered by MT resolve

the competition concerns and if the Commissioners accept the undertakings, the undertakings

shall be published as a decision of the Commission, pursuant to section 63 (4) of the Act.

11.3 The Commission is empowered under section 64 of the Act to keep under review

directions and undertakings. Under section 65, the Commission is empowered to enforce the

directions and undertakings.
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Appendix

Table 5179: Tariffs for ADSL offers from MT (previous and current)180

Home ADSL

Nov 2010
tariffs (Rs

VAT
inclusive)

2011 tariffs (Rs
VAT inclusive)

Tariffs as at 1st
Dec 2011 (Rs

VAT inclusive)

ADSL 256K (3G) 499 399 349

ADSL 512K 848 759 699

ADSL 1M 1,354 899 799

ADSL 2M 1349

ADSL 4M 2349

ADSL 128K Rod 399 349

ADSL Pro

256K 847.5

512K 1,422.5 847.5

ADSL BUSINESS

256K 1,710

512K 2,745 1,422.5

1M 5,620 2,745

179
Notes for Table:

a. The new tariff for ADSL 1M Vat Exclusive as from 1st December 2011 is Rs 707
b. ‘Rod’ refers to an exclusive Rodrigues offer
c. ‘3G’ refers to an upper 3 GBs Usage Limit
d. Home ADSL refers to Orange ADSL offer for residential customers.
e. ADSL Business refers to Orange ADSL offer for business customers.
f. ADSL PRO refers to ADSL offers for small businesses (maximum 2 fixed MT lines) which have

moderate use of internet.
g. ‘K’ denotes kbit/s
h. ‘M’ denotes MBps

180
Based on data submitted by MT
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2M 9,185 5,620

4M 17,235 9,185

Table 6181: Tariffs for My.T offers (previous and current)182

My.T Offers
Nov 2010 tariffs

(Rs VAT inclusive)
2011 tariffs (Rs VAT

inclusive)

Tariffs as at 1
st

December 2011 (Rs
VAT inclusive)

Compared to ADSL
Home (%)

183

My.T 512K 848

My.T 1M + TV 1,699 999 949 16%

My.T 2M + TV 2,999 1,699 1,499 10%

My.T 4M + TV 2,999 2,499 6%

181
Notes for Table:

a. ‘TV’ refers to Core TV here.
b. Home ADSL refers to Orange ADSL offer for residential customers.
c. ADSL Business refers to Orange ADSL offer for business customers.
d. ADSL PRO refers to ADSL offers for small businesses (maximum 2 fixed MT lines) which have moderate use

of internet.
e. ‘K’ denotes kbit/s
f. ‘M’ denotes MBps
g. My.T 512 K has been scrapped as at December 2011

182
Based on data submitted by MT

183
For comparable advertised bandwidth
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Figure 8: Progression in Home ADSL subscriber base of MT 184

[]

Figure 9: Progression in My.T subscriber base185

[]

184
Based on data submitted by ICTA

185
Based on data submitted by ICTA.
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Table 7: List of channels offered by pay-TV operators (per Category/Theme)186

Pay-TV operator

Category/Theme DSTV My.T
Parabole
Maurice

MC Vision

Movies

M-Net Movies 1
Africa, M-Net Movies
2 Africa, M-Net Stars,

Universal Channel,
TCM, M-Net Movies
1 HD Africa, Sony

International, M-Net,
Sony Max, M-Net

Action.

TCM

CC Premier, CC
Frisson, CC
Emotion, CC

Famiz, TPS Star

Canal+ Cinema, Canal+
Family, Cine+Premier,

Cine+Frisson, Cine+Famiz,
Cine+Emotion,

Action,TCM

News

BBC World News,
CNN International,

Sky News,
Euronews,
Al-Jazeera,
Bloomberg,

K24,
CNC World,
CCTV E&F,
France 24

CNN,NDTV
Profit, NDTV
24x7,France

24,CCTV-F,NHK
World,

Bloomberg TV

CNN,BFM TV,
LCP, CCTV, France

24,LCI

TF1,LCI,Canal+,BBC
World, France 24,iTele

Kids

Disney, Disney XD,
Disney Junior, CN
Cartoon Network,

Nickelodeon,
Cbeebies, Mindset
Learn, Bloomberg

Boomerang,Guilli
, Boing, Kids &

Co

Piwi, Disney XD,
Teletoon, Mangas

Disney XD, Disney, Disney
Cinema, Disney Junior, CN

Cartoon Network,
Nickelodeon

Music MTV,MTV Base, Hungama,MCM M6 Music Hits,M6 Ofive TV,MCM,MCM Pop,

186
Based on data submitted by MT, MC Vision and Parabole Maurice
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Channel O, Afro
Music, Sound City,i-
Concerts,B4U Music,

One Gospel

Top, Clubbing
TV

Music Black, MTV
Base, Noot TV

Mezzo, MTV Live
HD,MTV, Trace Urban,

Kanal Austral, Trace
Tropical

General

Reunion
1ere,France2,Fra
nce5,France3,Fr

ance 0,ARY
digital, Jaya

TV,TV5 Monde

France 2,France
3,France 5,France
O,RTL9,Antenne

Reunion

TVM,ORTC, Antenne
Reunion,RTL9,TV5Monde,
Antenne Reunion, France
O, Reunion 1ere,M6HD

Lifestyle
TBN, Rhema TV,
Daystar, Kingdom

Africa, EWTN

Liberty TV,
Fashion TV,

Motors
TV,NDTV Good
Times, Yatch &

Sail

Teva,Serie
Club,Comedie+,TV

Breizh

No Unit,13e Rue, Paris
Premiere,Syfy,RTL9,June,C

uisine
TV,Telemaison,G1ME

One,99 Canal Evenement

Bollywood bouquet Zee TV,SET Asia,B4U

Star Plus, Star
One, Star Gold,
Imagine Dil Se,
Headline Today

Star Plus, Star
Gold ,Star One

Zee TV, Zing, Zee
Cinema, Star Plus, Colors

TV

Radios

BBC World
Radio1,BBC World

Radio 2, BBC World
3,Voice of America,

World Radio
Network, Trans

World Radio, Rai
Italia Satel

Radio,Channel Islam
International, Radio

France Internationale

Rfo,Free DOM,NRJ
Reunion, EXO

FM,Radio
Reunion/RFO,Festiv
al, Cherie FM,Kreol

FM,Radio Est
Reunion, Radio

Plus,Radio
One,Top FM,Radio

Tana, rta Gasy
Radio, MIM

Mayotte,RTL,Europ
e1,Radio
Classique,

RMC,RCF,Radio

L Info,Le Mou,rfi, Jazz
Radio,RFM,RMJ,rfo
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Nostalgie

Services
Horoscope,Jeu

BLEEX,SUDOKU,L
ogo et Sonneries

Pilote,Guide,Code
Parents,Message

Sports

SuperSportHD,Supers
port

Blitz,SuperSport1,Sup
erSport2,SuperSport3
,SuperSport4,SuperSp
ort5,SuperSport6,Sup
erSport7,SuperSport
Maximo1,SuperSport

9,SELECT
Sports,ESPN,ESPN

Classic,OK
SuperSport Active,TV

Mundial

InfoSport,TPS Foot,
AB

Moteur,Eurosport,
EuroSport2,Racing

International,
SuperSport

3,SuperSport7

Sport+,+DeSport,+DeSpor
t2,Canal+Sport,EuroSport,
L’Equipe TV, Trace Sports,

Equidia Live,Motors
TV,MCS

Documentary

Discovery World,BBC
Knowledge,Discovery
ID,HISTORY,Crime

Investigation
Network,National

Geographic, Nat Geo
Wild,Animal Planet

Discovery
Channel,Discovery

Real
Time,Odysee/Stelia

,Chasse et
peche,Escales,
Planete Justice

Planete+,Planete+No
limit,Planete+Thalassa,
Voyage, Histoire,Ushuai

TV,Nat Geo Wild,National
Geographic

Channel,Seasons
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Glossary

3G – A generation of standards for mobile phones and mobile telecommunication services fulfilling the

International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) specifications by the International

Telecommunication Union.

ADSL – A digital technology that allows the local loop to send a large quantity of data in one direction

and a lesser quantity in the other. Several standards of ADSL exist, the most common being known as

ADSL, ADSL2 and ADSL 2+.

Bandwidth - A measure of available or consumed data communication resources expressed in bits per

second or multiples of it (kilobits per second, megabits per second, etc...).

Basic content – Refers to non-value-added content, as opposed to premium content, offered in either

Free-TV or pay-TV or both.

Bouquet – Refers to Television (TV) Bouquets, as tailor-made packages of channels (targeting specific

audience segments).

Broadband – A service or connection which is capable of supporting always-on services which provide the

end user with high data transfer speeds. Broadband is often defined in terms of bandwidth by the

national ICT regulator in various jurisdictions (e.g. The ICTA, in Mauritius, defines broadband as a

connection with a capacity of at least 256Kbit/s in one direction.)

Broadband Router – A broadband router is an always-on device that forwards data packets between

computer networks, creating an overlay internetwork. A broadband router is connected to two or more

data lines from different networks (one at the customer’s premises and the other from the broadband

internet access operator. A wireless broadband router is different to the extent that it allows wireless

access to it.

Contention ratio – The ratio of the potential maximum demand to the actual bandwidth. The higher the

contention ratio, the greater the number of users that may be trying to use the actual bandwidth at any

one time and, therefore, the lower the effective bandwidth offered, especially at peak times.

Core TV – Refers specifically to ‘Bouquet Core TV,’ introduced in My.T offers as from March 2009 (with

range broadened over the years) without individual prices for each component.

Data Centre - A data centre is a facility used to house computer systems and associated components,

such as telecommunications and storage systems. It generally includes redundant or backup power

supplies, redundant data communications connections, environmental controls (e.g. air conditioning, fire

suppression) and security devices.

Dial-Up - A form of Internet access that uses the facilities of the public switched telephone network

(PSTN) to establish a dialed connection to an Internet service provider (ISP) via copper telephone lines.
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Digital – The binary coded representation of a waveform, as opposed to analogue, which is the direct

representation of a waveform.

FTA – Refers to free-to-air, non-value-added content, offered in either Free-TV or pay-TV or both.

Free-TV – Refers to non-encrypted bouquets of channel operators, which incorporate exclusively FTA or

basic content or both types, and which are available via different technologies: analog, digital cable and

also via digital terrestrial television and IPTV.

Firewall – A firewall is a device or set of devices designed to permit or deny network transmissions based

upon a set of rules and is frequently used to protect networks from unauthorized access while permitting

legitimate communications to pass.

GPRS - A packet oriented mobile data service on the 2G and 3G cellular communication system's global

system for mobile communications (GSM).

Hosting – A web hosting service is a type of Internet hosting service that allows individuals and

organizations to make their website accessible via the World Wide Web.

Local Loop – The access network connection between the end user’s premises and the local serving

exchange, usually comprised of two copper wires twisted together.

Local Loop Unbundling – Local Loop Unbundling is a process which allows companies other than (…) [the

incumbent operator] to install their telecoms equipment in the local (…) [the incumbent operator’s]

exchange. These companies can then offer their own direct phone or broadband services to consumers.

(Description by Ofcom, Source: http://ask.ofcom.org.uk/help/telephone/LLU)

Narrowband – A service or connection that provides a maximum speed of up to 64 Kbit/s per circuit.

Narrowband modems generally offer a maximum rate of 56 Kbit/s.

Pay-TV – Refers to subscription-based bouquet, encrypted offers of channel operators, which incorporate

FTA, basic or premium content or all three types, and which are available via different technologies:

analog, digital cable, satellite transmission and also via digital terrestrial television and IPTV.

Premium content – Refers to value-added content, as opposed to basic content, offered exclusively in

pay-TV.

Satellite pay-TV - Television programming delivered by means of communications satellite and received

by an outdoor antenna, usually a parabolic mirror generally referred to as a satellite dish, and as far as

household usage is concerned, a satellite receiver either in the form of an external set-top box or a

satellite tuner module built into a TV set.

TNT – Digital Terrestrial TV (DTTV) Transmission technology involving the use of radio frequencies

through terrestrial space in the same way as standard analog television, with the primary difference

http://ask.ofcom.org.uk/help/telephone/LLU
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being the use of multiplex transmitters to allow reception of multiple channels on a single frequency

range (such as a UHF or VHF channel) known as subchannels.

Upload/ing – Refers to the sending of data from a local system to a remote system such as a server or

another client with the intent that the remote system should store a copy of the data being transferred,

or the initiation of such a process.

Uptime – A measure of network connection reliability or stability, in that this ‘time’ represents the time a

network connection can be left unattended without crashing, or needing to be reset.

WAN - Telecommunications network which covers a broad area.

WAP – A technical standard for accessing information over a mobile wireless network. A WAP browser is

a web browser for mobile devices such as mobile phones that uses the protocol.
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